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Abstract
Nanomaterials have, over the years, generated tremendous interests of scientists and engineers
from nearly all disciplines. This interest has been due to a large number of desired physicochemical properties such as magneto-optic properties, mechanical strength, melting points, charge
transport behavior, and surface reactivity exhibiting unique size-dependent characteristics at the
nanoscale. The unique interfacial properties are widely believed to be a result of high ratio of
surface to bulk atoms as well as, bridging states in which nanoparticles exist between atomic and
bulk materials. Thus, in the world of material processing and engineering, recent years have seen
a surge in the use of wide classes of nanostructured materials as novel energetic, catalytic,
semiconductor, and biomedical materials with engineered functionalities that find use in industrial,
technological and defense applications. Therefore, it becomes imperative to develop fundamental
understanding on the manufacturing and characterization routes that can allow the systematic
tuning of the interfacial-property characteristics of advanced nanomaterials by tailoring their sizes
and architectures. The current PhD thesis aims to address this grand-challenge engineering
problem by investigating early-stage formations theoretically, synthesis and novel spectrochemical
characterizations of advanced metal/intermetallic and composite nanoparticles (NPs) with
engineered surface properties. Specifically, the thesis is categorized into two broad sections,
namely laser-based synthesis studies and laser-based spectroscopic characterizations of NPs. The
synthesis section presents theoretical investigations into the inception stage of NP formations,
namely nucleation via numerical simulations. Briefly, this section aims to reveal the processingstructure-property relations of metal NPs synthesized via gas phase routes in an effort to relate the
processing parameters to the size and morphology of the NPs, which in turn, dictates their
v

interfacial energetic and catalytic behaviors. Then, using the obtained fundamental understandings
a laser-based synthesis technique is presented for generating novel energetic metallic
nanocomposites. The size, morphology and energetic activities of these materials are analyzed
and tuned to improve the energetic properties. Finally, the laser spectroscopic characterization
section focuses on experimental investigations by introducing laser induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS) as a relatively non-destructive and robust spectrochemical technique for the
structural and chemical composition characterizations of composite NPs in a facile, yet effective
manner.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Nanomaterials with interfacial functionalities: Synthesis &
characterization techniques
1.1.1 Synthesis
Nanomaterials have attracted the interests of materials science researchers for more than 60 years
now. Tailoring the properties of materials at nano-scale by changing their sizes and morphologies
has been the center of all these efforts. To this end, numerous studies till date have tried to explain
why and how material surface properties can be changed as the size decreases. An obvious and
immediate answer is that at nano-scale, the properties of materials change due to the large surface
area available. A more detailed discussion into this leads to the more fundamental understanding
that for materials with nanometer length scales, atoms and molecules at the surface have lesser
number of nearest neighbors which leads to unsaturated bonds [1]. The state of these surface atoms
or molecules is different than the atoms in the bulk and the thickness of this particular surface
atoms is about 5 atomic layers; ~1 nm [1]. Therefore, it is needless to say that to tailor the various
physico-chemical properties of nanomaterials it becomes essential to control their characteristic
sizes and shapes during the synthesis processes.
In general, the synthesis of nanomaterials can be categorized in two groups: Top-Down and
Bottom-Up approaches. The Top-Down approach refers to the synthesis technique that starts with
a bulk material and attempts to reduce the size of the bulk material to nano size through mechanical
fragmentation (Figure 1.1). The mechanical fragmentation can be implemented via various
equipment including ball, vibration, vortex mills etc. [2]. While this approach is relatively simple,
it is difficult to control the sizes and shapes of the nanoparticles. The Bottom-Up approach, which
has gained significant interest recently, refers to the techniques that attempt to build up
1

multifunctional nanostructures by self-assembly of atoms and molecules. The inception of
nanoparticle formation starts with the nucleation process. Usually a metastable supersaturated state
is required to induce homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation that subsequently continues and
sustains the growth process. Generally, the supersaturated state can be prepared through chemical
and physical approaches. In the first approach, a chemical reaction is induced by which a species
is released whose concentration reaches the desired limit to create a saturated state thereby
initiating

the

nucleation

and

subsequent

growth

process.

Figure 1.1: Top-down vs bottom up approaches.
Various methods such as chemical vapor synthesis (CVD) [3], spray pyrolysis [4], flame synthesis
[5] etc. have been employed regularly for formation of nanoparticles. In the second method, a highenergy physical process initiates the creation of the supersaturated state for the species of interest.
In this category, various techniques have been developed such as inert gas condensation [6], ion
sputtering [7], electric arc discharge [8], and pulsed laser ablation [9]. Considering the steady
increase in advanced design of pulsed lasers in terms of their output powers, repetition rates and
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pulse durations, the yield of nanoparticle production has been increased rapidly which draws the
attention of materials science researchers to laser ablation synthesis. Moreover, laser ablation
provides facile, green and yet robust routes for initiating plasma-confined non-equilibrium
pathways that can generate metastable structures which are otherwise difficult to attain via
common chemical synthesis routes [10, 11]. However, laser ablation synthesis in air results in
large-scale particle aggregations and a relatively weaker control on their compositions apart from
the fact that it might cause workplace contamination with aerosols which can endanger the health
of workers and researchers [12]. Therefore, in recent years significant efforts have been dedicated
to laser ablation in solution which is relatively a safe medium for laser ablation synthesis. In the
current thesis, laser ablation in solution (LASiS) has been investigated for production of
engineered nanoparticles with tunable properties in the following chapters.

1.1.2 Characterization
In conjunction with synthesis routes, various characterization techniques for the as-synthesized
nanomaterials have always played a pivotal role in providing necessary controls and feedbacks to
the synthesis processes. Various properties are needed to be considered for evaluating a
synthesized nanomaterial. In general, nanomaterials are characterized by their sizes, morphologies,
physical and chemical properties. Numerous characterization techniques have been developed for
obtaining the properties of nanomaterials. Here, we briefly introduce a few common and widely
used physical and chemical characterization tools and techniques for nanomaterials.
In regards to physical characterizations, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), is a powerful
imaging tool for obtaining size, and morphology information, which when coupled with energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX), selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) can also provide qualitative chemical compositions, crystal structure
3

properties, etc. Usually, the nanoparticles are dispersed on an electron-transparent substrate.
Typically, TEM works based on an electron beam focused on a small area that passes, bombards
and interacts with the sample to provide structural information. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) is similar to TEM but based on the secondary electron emitted from the sample surface. In
general, the electron beam has lower energy and results in poorer resolution when is compared to
the TEM technique. On other hand, atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used for physical and
topological characterizations of the sample surface as a fine nano-scaled tip interacts with the
sample to experience attractive/repulsive forces close to the sample surface. In regards to chemical
characterizations, inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) can be
employed to obtain information about the chemical and elemental composition of the sample.
Here, inductively-induced plasma is employed to decompose and excite the elements that comprise
the sample. The plasma provides the energy to excite the elements to upper levels of energy. As
they relax back to the lower states of energy they emit light in proportion to the energy differences
between energy levels in terms of ionic, atomic or molecular emissions. These emissions can be
used for qualitative and quantitative analysis of samples chemical compositions.
The need for obtaining accurate results with minimum time/energy investment motivates
researchers/engineers to develop new characterization techniques. While the aforementioned
techniques are powerful, they are either significantly expensive such as TEM or involved with
cumbersome sample preparation steps and lack of convenience to be implemented for in-line
measurements. Obeying the same principles of ICP-OES and other optical emission spectroscopy
techniques, recently extensive efforts have been focused on laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) due to its promising features in regards to the cost and simplicity of data collection/analyses
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that can address the above issues. In this thesis, we will study and discuss this technique
extensively in later chapters.

1.2 Laser-based synthesis: Laser ablation synthesis in solution
(LASiS)
LASiS employs a high-energy laser to evaporate a target immersed in a solution to generate
nanomaterials. Specifically, a pulsed laser with flux above ~ 1 GW/cm2 is irradiated on a target
(Figure 1.2 a). Laser energy is transferred to the target, increases its temperature and evaporates it
abruptly (Figures 1.2 b and c). The evaporated target atoms are at high temperature and pressure,
therefore undergo numerous effective collisions. These collisions result in excitation of the atoms
to ionic species and consequently creation of small volume plasma (Figure 1.2 d and e). Upon
creation of the plasma, a radial shock wave is released into the liquid due to expansion of the
plasma. The plasma contains various excited ionic and atomic species generated from the target
and ambient liquid and as they relax to the ground state, they can be probed spectroscopically.

Figure 1.2: Evolution of laser-matter interaction and bubble dynamics in solution.
5

As the plasma quenches the energy is transferred to the surrounding liquid and results in
evaporation of the liquid which continuously grows and becomes a bubble. The generated vapor
has approximately the same volume as the plasma [13]. A few microseconds after the first shock
wave, a second shock wave parallel to the target is observable. The second parallel shock wave
has been attributed to the sound wave [14]. The cavitation bubble experiences a periodic expansion
and compression before it completely collapses [15] (Figure 1.2 f and g). While the bubble is
expanding and shrinking, a supersaturated state is generated due to fast cooling of the plasma and
evaporated

atoms

from

the

target.

This

saturated

condition

triggers

the

homogeneous/heterogeneous nucleation and subsequently formation of the primary particles and
even aggregates [16] (Figure 1.3 d). Generally, nucleation can be realized as a first-order phase
transition that marks the birth of a thermodynamically stable condensed phase in the form of a
critical nucleus and is the precursor to the crystallization process, followed by subsequent growth
of the critical cluster via coagulation and condensation/evaporation processes. In formation of
particles, nucleation is the first physical process that occurs during system evolution. Based on
existence of foreign seeds, nucleation can be subcategorized into homogeneous, and heterogeneous
nucleation. Atoms and molecules need nucleation sites in order to condense and create a new
phase. The nucleation sites can be provided by the nucleating atoms, and molecules (selfnucleation) or by another material or surface. Homogeneous nucleation is defined as nucleation of
specific phase of a material (vapor e.g.) on embryos comprised of that material, while foreign seeds
do not play any role in terms of providing nucleation site in the process.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of LASiS evolution during formation of nanoparticles.
On the other hand, heterogeneous nucleation is the nucleation of specific phase of a material (vapor
e.g.) on an embryo comprised of another material. Homogeneous nucleation is a kinetically
disfavored process that involves surmounting a nucleation barrier during the vapor-phase cooling
of monomers leading to supersaturation where in clusters grow via collisions and/or condensation
of monomers, or decompose into smaller clusters and monomers via evaporation. The
aforementioned processes continue till the critical nucleus is formed (Figure 1.3 d) as the new
phase that resides on top of the nucleation barrier and undergoes barrier-less spontaneous growth
under any perturbation (Figure 1.3 e). The presence of a free energy barrier in a first-order phase
transition process makes nucleation a rare event whose exceedingly small length and time scales
pose an insurmountable challenge for designing experiments that can accurately monitor and/or
control the in-situ NP formation. It has been shown that along the cavitation bubble height there is
a smooth transition from the primary particles to secondary particles [16]. Chemical reaction can
be incorporated during these processes for engineering functionalized nanomaterials (Figure 1.3
g). It has been suggested that once the bubble collapses, the formed nanoparticles are released into
7

the solution and chemical reactions take place [17]. However, it is worth mentioning that the exact
position and time of these chemical reactions are not completely known yet and occurrence of
chemical reactions has been reported at all stages of the LASiS including plasma cooling [18],
bubble expansion [19] and bubble collapse [20].

1.3 Laser-based spectroscopic characterization: Laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS)
The high-energy laser ablation technique can also be implemented for chemical characterization
of samples. Here, the general idea is to evaporate a sample and generate high pressure and high
temperature plasma emissions. By measuring the laser-induced plasma emission spectrum,
qualitative and quantitative information about the sample chemical composition can be revealed.
Based on the properties of the laser, such as laser energy, wavelength, pulse width, repetition rate
etc. the processes for generating plasma is different. In this direction, recent efforts have been
specifically directed towards tuning the pulse width (nanosecond, picosecond or femtosecond time
scales) to tailor the physics of the desired ablation process and hence, the plasma emission
characteristics. Thus, in femtosecond pulsed lasers, the photoionization are dominant through
which electrons absorb laser energy and become excited to the conduction band. Also, due to
superposition of nuclear Coulomb field and laser electric field, the potential barrier might oscillate
and valance electrons can escape atoms through tunneling (tunneling ionization). Meanwhile, free
electrons can absorb laser energy and increase their energies and through collisions with valance
electrons increase the population of free electrons (Avalanche ionization). This process can be
continued till the laser electromagnetic field is available. Once ~10% of valance electrons are
removed through these ionization processes, the lattice becomes weak and starts melting. The
process is known as non-thermal melting or Coulomb explosion [21, 22].
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While the ionization process and plasma generation is mostly non-thermal in femtosecond laser
ablation, thermal ionization is the dominant process for plasma generation in nanosecond pulsed
lasers. Basically, as it was explained earlier the laser energy is spent for heating, melting and
vaporizing the sample. The vaporized sample can be ionized either by absorbing laser beam or
through thermal collisions. Another difference between the femtosecond and nanosecond lasers is
related to plasma shielding. Since the pulse duration is significantly longer in compare to
femtosecond, part of the laser irradiance is absorbed by the materials during the plasma expansion
while this process is negligible in femtosecond pulses. Plasma expansion can be considered
adiabatic up to ~ 1μs. In this period, continuum emission can be observed up to several hundred
nanoseconds. Also, ionic emission is observable in this period. After this time, the dominant
energy loss is due to atomic and molecular lines radiations affecting plasma temperature. These
emissions contain information regarding the sample chemical compositions. Under certain
conditions these emissions can be employed to obtain the chemical composition of ablated
samples. The first required condition is stoichiometric ablation in which the elemental composition
of ablated materials is the same as the sample. It has been showed that at high irradiance this
condition is fulfilled [23]. The local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is the second necessary
condition. At full thermodynamic equilibrium, each process is accompanied with its reverse
(detailed balance) pathway, thereby indicating the emergence of optically thick plasma with an
abundance of collisional pathways. However, once the energy loss due to emission from the
plasma is much smaller than the total energy of the plasma, LTE can be established in which
distribution of all the plasma species can be characterized by a single temperature value through
Maxwell-Boltzmann equation.
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Figure 1.4: Establishment of LTE through negligible energy loss due to emission in compare to
the plasma total energy.
Generally, four criteria are necessary for LTE establishment: 1) the rate of collision processes has
to be greater than radiative processes (McWhirter); 2) the rate of change in the plasma parameters
should be smaller than the typical time scales required for establishing equilibrium; 3) the length
scale of thermodynamic parameters should be larger than the diffusion length of atoms [24]. A
reasonable satisfaction of all these conditions lead to the establishment of plasma LTE. The third
necessary condition for obtaining chemical composition of ablated sample is plasma spatial
homogeneity. And final condition is the plasma optical thinness in which the self-absorption must
be minimized which always becomes challenging for dense plasmas under LTE. Generally, selfabsorption usually occurs for transitions with low excitation energy of upper levels and high
transition probabilities, especially being prevalent for resonant lines [25]. Fulfilling the
aforementioned conditions can lead to more accurate quantitative analysis during laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy.
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1.4 Scope of the present thesis
In light of the above-mentioned tools and techniques for acquiring fundamental understanding on
the synthesis and characterization of advanced engineered nanomaterials, the prime objective of
this research work is to provide detailed experimental and computational investigations into highenergy laser-based synthesis and spectrochemical characterizations of composite nanomaterials
with designed surface functionalities. To this end, the current thesis will be developed and divided
into the following chapters, each addressing a critical problem related to the aforementioned
research objective. In Chapter 2, we will delve into a high-fidelity computational study on
homogeneous nucleation as the inception stage during Bottom-Up formation of nanoparticles in
high energy gas-phase synthesis routes such as flame and/or plasma synthesis. Here, our
motivation stems from the fact that the size and nucleation rates of primary particles formed during
their inception stages determine the fate, transport and evolution of nanoparticles. We employ a
stochastic Monte-Carlo approach which is ideal for describing random collisions among clusters
during the nucleation process. Chapter 3 is dedicated towards the introduction of LASiS technique
as a high energy synthesis routes for producing metallic nanocomposites with engineered
interfacial functionalities for energetic applications. Following this, Chapter 4 will focus on a
comprehensive investigation into the development of LIBS technique for the elemental analyses
of diverse classes of metallic, intermetallic nanoalloys and nanocomposites. Herein, we will go
into the details for carrying out quantitative calibration-free LIBS analyses of chemical
compositions of the nanomaterials, and compare the quantitative LIBS results to conventional
techniques such as ICP-OES. Moreover, in the appendices we will also demonstrate the efficacy
of the LIBS technique when extended to other systems such as biological samples and
semiconductor thin films analyses (Appendices A and B).
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Chapter 2 Homogeneous Nucleation: A
Theoretical Study on the Inception of
Nanoparticles
This chapter is based on the following publications:


Davari, S. A.; Mukherjee, D. (2018) “Homogeneous nucleation of metal nanoparticles: A kinetic
Monte Carlo model to study the vapor phase synthesis of Al nanoparticles”, AIChE J., 64, 18-28



Mukherjee D., Davari S.A. (2017) “Computational Modeling for Fate, Transport and Evolution of
Energetic Metal Nanoparticles Grown via Aerosol Route”. In: Shukla M., Boddu V., Steevens J.,
Damavarapu R., Leszczynski J. (eds) “Energetic Materials. Challenges and Advances” in
Computational Chemistry and Physics, vol 25. Springer, Cham

2.1 Introduction
Recent years have seen a rise in the use of metal nanoparticles (NPs) as novel energetic, catalytic,
and semiconductor materials with engineered functionalities [26, 27]. To this end, it becomes
imperative to tune the structure-property characteristics of these NPs by tailoring their sizes and
architectures during industrial or, laboratory-based vapor phase synthesis involving rapid cooling
of saturated atoms or molecules (monomers). Particle formation from vapor phase occurs in two
distinct stages: 1) homogeneous nucleation that produces thermodynamically stable condensed
phase in the form of a critical nucleus within a metastable phase, and is the precursor to the
crystallization process; 2) subsequent growth by coagulation and condensation/evaporation
processes of the critical nucleus to NPs of larger sizes.
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Figure 2.1: Typical Gibbs free energy of formation as a function of cluster size.
Homogeneous nucleation is a kinetically disfavored process that involves surmounting a
nucleation barrier during the vapor phase cooling of monomers (Figure 2.1). The process leads to
cluster growth via collisions and/or condensation of monomers, or cluster decomposition into
smaller clusters and monomers via evaporation [28, 29]. The processes continue until a critical
nucleus is formed as a new phase perched atop the nucleation barrier. Any perturbation at this
stage allows the critical nucleus to undergo barrier-less spontaneous growth. In the framework of
classical nucleation theory (CNT), the Gibbs’ free energy of a cluster formation with size i, ΔGif,
contain two terms; a favorable bulk free energy term and an unfavorable surface energy term due
to the formation of an interface between the phases [30-32]. However, the presence of a free energy
barrier in a first-order phase transition process makes nucleation a rare event. A few significant
experimental efforts in the past have investigated the synthesis of nanoparticles via flame synthesis
routes [33-35]. But, the exceedingly small length and time scales of the nucleation process pose
significant challenge for designing experiments that can accurately monitor and control the in-situ
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NP formation [36-38]. It needs to be mentioned here that although CNT assumptions have been
much debated over the years, a vast majority of homogeneous vapor phase nucleation studies resort
to CNT due to its ability to predict relatively accurate results in a convenient fashion [32, 39-43].
The main point of contention in CNT arises from the capillarity approximation that extends bulk
thermodynamic properties to nano-scale clusters. This, in turn, leads to errors in the free energy
estimation of clusters below the critical size [44, 45].
The aforementioned challenges highlight the need for hi-fidelity simulations that can model the
mechanistic and collective picture of vapor-phase homogenous nucleation for predictive synthesis
of tailored metal NPs. Past phenomenological models have resorted to solving population balance
equations using sectional and nodal techniques [29, 41] including our hybrid nodal method that
accounted for size-dependent surface tension in the nucleation study [46]. Although such methods
are robust and capture large time-scale processes, they suffer from numerical diffusion and roundoff errors due to the discrete binning of cluster sizes, and resort to steady-state nucleation rate
derivations in many cases. On the other hand, molecular simulations comprising both Monte Carlo
(MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) modeling have been used to estimate the structural and free
energy variations from first principles [47]. To this end, MC configuration integral and MD
simulations enabled the calculation of Gibbs free energy changes and association rate constants
for Al clusters [31, 48]. Although such atomistic simulations capture the physics of NP formation
at specific temperatures and saturation ratios, they fail to capture the ensemble nucleation process
during real-time cooling of a background gas [49]. Specifically, this becomes computationally
challenging bearing in mind that typical MD time scales (~1 fs) would require 1014 time-steps to
simulate such a process. On the other hand, MC has the ability to capture ensemble processes [50]
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leading to rare events and is not being limited to MD time scales. However, unlike MD simulations,
it is limited on its ability to capture the detailed atomistic picture of the process dynamically.
Here, we develop a stepwise constant-volume kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) model to simulate vapor
phase nucleation of Al NPs via random collisions and temporal evolution of clusters. We use the
CNT-based formulation for Gibbs’ free energy of cluster formation to allow for easy comparison
with earlier nucleation studies [29]. The model is based on the fundamental principles of
Metropolis algorithm and applies a pseudo sampling technique that is capable of capturing the
rarity of first-order phase transitions. To the best of our knowledge, no similar KMC models have
been developed till date to simulate ensemble gas-to-particle conversions during rapid cooling of
gas phase monomers without a priori constraints on the system cluster distributions.

2.2 Mathematical model and theory
The change in Gibbs’ free energy of cluster formation (ΔGif) comprising of i monomers (i.e., an imer) based on the self-consistent CNT is expressed as [51]:

ΔG if
= θ(i 2/3 - 1) - (i - 1)ln(S)
k BT

(2.1)

where θ is the dimensionless surface tension defined as:

θ = (36π)1/3 v12/3

σ
k BT

(2.2)

and v1, σ, kB and T are volume of monomer, surface tension, Boltzmann constant and temperature
respectively. S is the saturation ratio given as the ratio of monomer concentration in the simulation
box (n1) to the saturated monomer concentration (ns) based on the saturated vapor pressure of
monomers in equilibrium with its liquid phase at a specific T:
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S=

n1
ns

(2.3)

Figure 2.1 schematically illustrates ΔGif as a function of cluster size. Based on the Gibbs free
energy of formation, the equilibrium size distribution can be expressed as:

ΔG if
n = n 1exp()
k BT
e
i

(2.4)

The size distribution of clusters that undergo cluster-cluster collision, condensation and
evaporation is given by the population balance equation:

dn i 1
= ∑K j,k n j n k - n i ∑K j,i n j + (k f ,(1,i-1) n i-1n 1 - k b,(i) n i ) - (k f, (1,i) n i n 1 - k b,(i +1) n i +1 )
dt
2 j+k =i
j= 2

(2.5)

Where ni is the concentration of i-mer particles and Ki,j is the free molecular collision kernel
between an i-mer and j-mer:

K i, j = (

3v1 1/6 6k B T 1/2 1 1 1/2 1/3 1/3 2
) (
) ( + ) (i + j )
4π
ρ
i j

(2.6)

where ρ is the mean density of clusters. In eqn. (2.5) kf, (1, i-1) is the forward reaction rate between
a (i-1)-mer and a monomer and kb,(i) is the backward reaction rate for the dissociation of an i-mer.
These forward and backward rates are associated with the following reaction:
f ,(1,i-1)
¾ ¾¾
®
Ai
¬¾¾
¾
k

k

A + A i-1

(R1)

b,( i )

From eqn. (2.1), the difference in Gibbs free energy during (R1) is given as:
ΔG i,r i-1
k BT

=

ΔG if ΔGif-1
= θ[i 2/3 - (i - 1) 2/3 ] - ln(S)
k BT k BT

(2.7)
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Furthermore, thermodynamic equilibrium constants are defined as:
- G i,r i-1

Kp = e

Kc =

k BT

(2.8)

k f, (1,i-1)

(2.9)

k b,(i)

K p = K c n1

(2.10)

Hence, based on eqns. (2.8-2.10), the backward reaction rate can be derived as [46]:
(2.11)

k b,(i) = k f,(1,i-1) n s exp(θ[i 2/3 - (i - 1) 2/3 ])

where kf,(1,i-1) is assumed to be the free molecular collision kernel Ki-1,1 between clusters with sizes
i-1 and monomers.
KMC model development:
Numerous studies have investigated the evolution of aerosol size distributions using MC methods
[52-57] that have shown the capabilities of MC approach to approximate aerosol growth processes.
Generally, MC methods can be divided into two classes: Constant-Volume (Constant-V) and
Constant-Number (Constant-N). In the Constant-V method, the number of particles in the system
reduces over time. Due to the accuracy of MC simulations being proportional to 1

[55] this

N

method is only applicable to systems with large number of particles and hence, is computationally
expensive. To overcome this, two different MC methods have been classically proposed. The first
is the Constant-N method which the number of system particles is kept fixed by adding a particle
at each time step. And the second is the stepwise constant-V [58] method wherein the system
duplicates the particles array whenever the number of particles drops to half of the initial value
[55].
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The aforementioned stepwise constant-V MC via duplication can be implemented in two
directions. In the first approach (time-driven), a time step is chosen and the number of events is
specified by the probability of events driven by MC. In the second approach (event-driven), an
event is identified through the MC and an appropriate time increment is calculated and added to
the time [56]. The advantage of the latter is that one does not need to specify any pre-calculated
time increment prior to the simulation. However, the rates of transition between the states are
required in both the cases.
Based on our earlier KMC model [59] the current study employs the stepwise constant-V method
in conjunction with the event-driven approach to simulate the vapor phase nucleation of Al NPs.
First, we identify an event based on the MC probability of success for the event. Then, driven by
the transition rate for the selected event, a time increment is calculated and added to the MC time
scale. Assigned probabilities are derived based on the Gibbs free energy change associated with
(R1) and the free molecular collision kernel given by eqn. (2.6). All simulations presented here
start with 20,000 monomers in the MC volume.
Implementing the MC algorithm:
At each MC time step, two processes can take place namely, growth (categorized as condensation
and cluster-cluster collisions), and/or evaporation. By condensation, we refer to collisions between
a monomer and i-mer, whereas cluster-cluster collisions indicate collisions between an i-mer and
a j-mer. Each of these processes has inherent MC probabilities assigned to them. Using a random
number generator, two clusters with sizes i and j are first chosen (i, j ∈ [1, M], where M is the total
number of MC clusters). Based on the condensation or cluster-cluster collision probabilities, two
clusters with sizes i and j might be combined to form a new cluster with size i+j, and the total
number of clusters is reduced by unity. Furthermore, a cluster with size k is randomly chosen such
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that k ∈ [2, M]. Based on the evaporation probability, the cluster with size k is decomposed to a
cluster with size k-1 and a monomer, and the total number of monomers is increased by unity. Any
statistical inaccuracies arising from cluster depletion are addressed by duplicating the system when
the total number of clusters in the system drops to half of the initial value. Such topping-up does
not change the cluster size distribution owing to periodic boundary conditions, while conserving
the system mass loading due to corresponding adjustments in the MC volume.
Cluster-cluster collision:
Cluster-cluster collision occurs when an i-mer and a j-mer collide. The probability of the collision
event (Pcollision) is determined from the free molecular collision kernel as [59]:

Pcollision =

K i, j
K max

(2.12)

where Kmax is the maximum value of the kernel among all clusters. Mathematically, it can be
inferred that the maximum kernel occurs when i=1 and j=imax where imax is the maximum cluster
size in the system. Theoretically in eqn. (2.12), Ki,j should be normalized by the sum of all kernels.
However, normalizing to Kmax makes the computational cost less intensive without affecting the
accuracy noticeably [60, 61].
Condensation:
Condensation refers to collisions between a monomer and an i-mer. Based on the Metropolis
algorithm, the probability of condensation is defined
as:
r
- G i, i - 1

Pc = {

e
1

k BT

G i,r i -1 > 0
G i,r i-1 ≤0

(2.13)

Eqn. (2.13) states that the transition probability between the current state and the trial state has a
Boltzmann distribution. It can be realized from Figure 2.1 that the difference in Gibbs free energy
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during (R1) ( G i,i-1 as given by eqn. (2.7)) is always positive for the clusters smaller than the critical
r

cluster ( G i,i-1 >0), and is negative for the clusters/particles larger than the critical cluster ( G i,i-1
r

r

<0), where the critical cluster size is denoted as i*.
After the nucleation burst, a barrier-less condensation on critical clusters will result in
spontaneous particle growth with a probability of unity (Pc = 1) as seen from eqn. (2.13). However,
now the driving force for monomer condensation on a particle is the difference between n1 and the
saturated monomer concentration (or the saturated vapor pressure) on an i-mer (ns,i) droplet.
Hence, based on the reaction rate for condensation driven by Kelvin relations, the probability of
surface growth (Psurf growth) after the nucleation burst (for i>i*) is modeled as:

Psurf growth =

K 1,i

1

K max

(1 -

n s,i
n1

1

)

(2.14)

where, ns,i over an i-mer is obtained from the Kelvin relations as :
4v1
n s,i = n s exp(
)
d i k BT

(2.15)

where, di is the diameter of an i-mer.
Evaporation:
The probability of evaporation (Pe) for reaction (R1) is derived from the probability of
condensation (Pc) using detailed balancing as:

1

Pe = {

G i,r i -1

e

k BT

G i,r i - 1  0
(2.16)

G i,r i - 1 ≤ 0

Eqn. (2.16) indicates that for the left side of the nucleation barrier (where ΔG i-1,i = -G i,i-1 ≤0 ),
r

r

evaporation always happens successfully. However, for the right side of the nucleation barrier
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(where ΔG i-1,i = -G i,i-1 > 0 ), evaporation should be restricted by the Boltzmann factor. However,
r

r

as also explained earlier, the evaporation of particles during the relaxation after the nucleation
burst is also driven by the relative difference between n1 and ns,i. Hence, driven by the Kelvin
relations (as explained earlier), the probability of evaporations after the nucleation burst (Pdiss) (for
i>i*) is modeled as:

Pdiss =

K 1,i
K max

(1 -

n1
)
n s,i

(2.17)

KMC Time step:
For the growth processes, the KMC time is inversely proportional to the sum of the rates of all
possible growth events as:
ΔTf =

V
=
∑R

2V

∑ ∑
M
i =1

M
j=1,j≠i

(2.18)

K i, j

where V is the MC volume calculated from the initial monomer concentration and number of
clusters ( V = M 0 ). Considering the stochastic equilibrium for the KMC system, the summation
n0

in eqn. 2.18 is estimated from the collision kernel of the selected pair for the sake of computational
efficiency [53, 61]:

ΔTf ≈

2V
M(M - 1)K ij

(2.19)

where Kij is the collision kernel of the selected pair.
Moreover, from eqn. (2.11) the MC time step for evaporation events can be calculated from:
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ΔTb =

1
1
≈
2/3
∑k b K1,i-1e θ[i -(i -1)2/3 ] n s M

(2.20)

Thus, the final MC time step is given by:
ΔT =

1
1
1
+
ΔTf ΔTb

(2.21)

Nucleation, a rare event:
Nucleation is a rare event that is difficult to capture numerically through direct brute force
simulations [62]. For the condensation, it can be easily realized from the Pc distribution in Figure.
2.2 that indicate that larger clusters have higher probabilities of being sampled than smaller ones
in the system. To avoid this stochastic bias towards the larger clusters in condensation events, one
needs to account for their relatively lower concentrations in the system during the growth process.
Thus, a cluster needs to have a relatively high probability (Pc) as well as concentration to grow
successfully. To overcome such issues in our MC system, we define the probability of choosing a
cluster size as:

Pchoose =

Ni
M

(2.22)

where Ni is the number of clusters with size i in the simulation box and M is the total number of
clusters in the MC. Figure 2.2 depicts the distributions of Pc and Pchoose assuming equilibrium
cluster distributions. For any particular temperature and saturation ratio, Pc increases and Pchoose
decreases with increasing cluster sizes in the system. As an example, the relatively elevated
concentrations of monomers result in them exhibiting the minimum values for Pc and maximum
values for Pchoose in the system. On the other hand, the maximum cluster sizes (imax) in the system
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have the lowest Pchoose, alone with highly elevated values for Pc. To account for the role of Pchoose
in our KMC model, we employ the following sampling scheme for condensation events.

Figure 2.2: The probabilities of condensation and choosing (based on Boltzmann equilibrium
distribution) as a function of cluster size.
Sampling scheme:
The sampling scheme is implemented in two steps: 1) identifying a “possible trial” and 2)
comparing it to the “best trial”. Identification of a “possible trial” is performed by randomly
choosing two clusters, and then deciding on the success of the event by comparing its condensation
probability (Pc) to a random number. If Pc is larger than the chosen random number (Pc    [0,
1]), it is considered as a “possible trial” move. Otherwise, the system searches for another possible
trial. To determine the “best trial” move, all existing growth paths in the system are considered
and their probabilities of condensation (Pc) are calculated. Then, the probability of each path is
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compared to a random number () to determine the paths that satisfy Pc    [0, 1]. Among
these paths, the path with the greatest Pc is identified as the “best trial” candidate. This random
procedure for selecting the “best trial” ensures unbiased sampling in the system. Finally, we
require the product of Pc and Pchoose for the “possible trial” (Pchoose .Pc )
corresponding probability product for the “best trial” (Pchoose .Pc )

best

possible

to be larger than the

in the system for a successful

growth to proceed, that is:

(Pchoose. Pc ) best ≤(Pchoose. Pc ) possible

(2.23)

The algorithm flowchart and a schematic representation of the sampling technique are
demonstrated in a step-wise fashion in Figures. 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. This strategy ensures that
the acceptance of the growth reaction is not only based on the probability of condensation but also
on the probability of choosing (driven by cluster concentrations).

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the developed algorithm adopted for the current KMC model).
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Figure 2.4: The schematic of the pseudo sampling technique employed for capturing rare
nucleation event in the KMC model.
Also described earlier, the probability criteria for backward evaporation processes are accordingly
derived from detailed balancing.

2.3 Results and discussion
The current KMC model specifically studies the vapor phase nucleation of Al NPs. The choice of
Al NP stems from the growing interest in diverse applications of Al nanomaterials in
semiconductors [63], nanocomposites [64, 65], and specifically, in energetic nanomaterials for
solid-state combustion studies carried out by numerous earlier experiments [66-68] and
simulations [69-71]. Table 2.1 shows the thermophysical properties of Al used for the simulations.
The choice of Al NPs also enables the model validation via comparisons with previous
phenomenological studies using Nodal General Dynamic Equation (NGDE) model [29] under
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identical synthesis conditions (indicated as case (a) below). Additionally, we implement the model
to simulate the process under two different initial conditions as depicted by cases (a) and (b) below.
Table 2-1. Thermophysical properties of Aluminum.
Properties

Value

Density, 𝜌 [kg/m3]

2700

Atomic mass unit, m [u]

27

Monomer volume, V1 [m3]

1.657 x 10-29

Saturation vapor pressure, Ps [Pa]

exp(13.07 -

Surface tension, 𝜎 [N/m]

36373
) Pg*
T

(948-(0.202 x Tg) x 10-3

*Pg: Pressure of gas medium [Pa]
Simulation jobs were run at the Newton cluster machines operated by the University of Tennessee.
The machine consists of over 300 Linux compute nodes, 4,200 x86_64 architecture processors,
and 8000 Gbytes of RAM with 48 of the compute nodes featuring Tesla GPU compute
accelerators. Typical CPU run time for jobs run on one node with 10000 particles is ~2 hours, that
can slightly change based on the type of processor that the machine decides to assign the job to.
The following synthesis parameters are chosen for the simulation results presented in this study:
a) Initial temperature, T0 = 1773K and cooling rate = 1000K/s.
b) Initial temperature, T0 = 1973K and cooling rate = 1000K/s.
Model Verification:
The temporal evolution of ΔGif as a function of cluster size is plotted for the representative
case (a) in Figure 2.5. Initially, the saturation ratio in the system is approximately one (S~1). As
seen from Figure 2.5, the initial nucleation barrier, as calculated from the CNT expression (eqn.
1), is extremely elevated. Thus, the chance of clusters surmounting this barrier is significantly low.
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Figure 2.5: Temporal variation of the Gibbs free energy of formation with cluster size.
The nucleation barrier reduces over time as the background temperature (T) decreases and the
saturation ratio (S) increases.
To verify the model, the temporal evolution of S and monomer concentrations (n1, #/m3) from
the current KMC simulations, as depicted in Figures 2.6 (A) & (B) respectively, indicate good
agreement with the corresponding results from previous NGDE simulations [29]. Due to high
cluster evaporation rates in early stages, the KMC monomer concentration demonstrates a uniform
and slow decay until the point of nucleation (Figure 2.6 (B)). This also corresponds to a steady
increase in the saturation ratio from S~1 to S~5.4 at the onset of nucleation (t~0.145 sec). A
negative Gibbs’ free energy change for the evaporation reactions before the onset of nucleation (
G ir1,i  0 ) results in the maximum evaporation probability (P e=1 from eqn. (2.16)). Thus, a
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majority of the generated clusters undergo enhanced evaporation leading to low cluster
concentrations and minimal decay in monomer concentrations. Figures 2.6 (A) & (B) show a
drastic drop in S and n1 respectively at the onset of nucleation. This can be explained by the
formation of a critical cluster with size i* as a new phase. The birth of the critical clusters initiates
rapid consumption of monomers by condensation, and surface growth that leads to the formation
of larger particles. Subsequently, the supersaturated vapor relaxes back to the saturated state (S~1)
as the monomer vapor pressure equilibrates with the saturated vapor pressure on surfaces of the
formed particle (Figure 2.6 (A)). It can be observed that the relaxation of S form the KMC model
is slightly different as compared to that from NGDE. This can be related to the numerical diffusion
involved in NGDE, especially when the nucleation outburst occurs and larger bins start to get
occupied.

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.6: Temporal evolution of (A) saturation ratio S and (B) monomer concentration n1 (#/m3)
for case T0=1773 K.
The plots for Pchoose and Pc as a function of cluster size in Figure 2.7 for case (a) at t=0.111s,
0.126s, and 0.14s indicate the inverse relations of Pc and Pchoose with increasing cluster sizes which
is characteristic of rare events. The qualitative trends in these characteristic variations have been
corroborated earlier for theoretical Pchoose and Pc values in Figure 2.2 under equilibrium size
distribution considerations. This further supports our rationale behind the choice of P choose as an
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additional parameter in the sampling technique described earlier in the modeling section to account
for the rarity of the nucleation event. In addition, higher S and lower T may result in the appearance
of larger clusters with higher surface areas. This, in the presence of excess monomer
concentrations, increases the likelihood of monomer condensation on clusters significantly. As the
cluster sizes increase, the favorable bulk free energy difference due to chemical potential changes
arising from phase transitions dominate over the unfavorable formation of an interface between
the phases. Thus, the forward rates of the reaction R(1) is enhanced as the cluster sizes increase in
the system. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 2.7 where the Pc values increase rapidly
as the cluster sizes in the system increase between t = 0.111 s and t = 0.14 s. Despite the qualitative
similarities between the variations of Pc and Pchoose in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.7, a distinct
quantitative difference is observed in the Pchoose values for the larger clusters. The Pchoose variations
obtained from the KMC simulations (Figure 2.7) shows a well-defined plateau for larger cluster
sizes as compared to the uniformly exponential decay in the equilibrium size distribution in Figure
2.2. Hence, Figure 2.8 compares the cluster concentration distributions for sizes i < 10 based on
KMC simulations for case (a) at t = 0.111s with the corresponding equilibrium concentration
distributions as depicted by eqn. (2.4) earlier. The comparison indicates that the deviations from
equilibrium conditions are initiated as early as cluster sizes ranging between i = 4-8. Such
observations indicate that while equilibrium size distributions can approximately predict the
concentrations of smaller clusters, the prediction fails drastically for larger clusters. These larger
clusters, ultimately, play a primary role in formation of critical clusters when the process
approaches the onset of nucleation burst. Similar results have also been observed in cluster size
distributions from MD simulations [72, 73], as discussed extensively in the following section.
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Figure 2.7: Cluster size distribution for i<15 showing deviation from equilibrium size distribution
for case T0=1773 K at t=0.11s.

Figure 2.8: Probabilities of condensation (Pc) and choosing (Pchoose) for case T0=1773 K at (A)
t=0.111s, (B) t=0.126s and (C) t=0.14
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Nucleation Rate: A Discussion
The nucleation rate for cluster size of i (Ji) is defined as the net rate of transition from size i to the
next size (i+1). In order to calculate the nucleation rates from our current KMC simulations, we
employ two different methods commonly adopted in earlier MD simulations: 1) YasuokaMatsumoto (YM) method, and 2) mean first passage time (MFPT) method.
Yasuoka-Matsumoto method:
This method, introduced by Yasuoka et al. [73] was implemented in their MD simulations on
Lennard-Jones fluid. In that study, the numbers of clusters equal or above a certain size threshold
were counted and nucleation rates were estimated based on the slopes of the number of counts
over time. Figures 2.9 (A) & (B) illustrate the nucleation rates <Ji> for various cluster sizes (i =
2,3,5 in (A) and i = 10, 15, 20 in (B)) as a function of time generated from our KMC simulations
based on the YM method.

Figure 2.9: Nucleation rates <Ji> for (A) i=2, 3, 5 and (B) i= 10, 15, 20 as a function of time for
case T0=1773 K.
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Two distinct stages, S1 and S2 can be observed as it was also shown by Yasuoka et al’s work. It
is evident from Figure 2.9 (A) that the <Ji> for i = 2-5 indicate relatively high values that diminish
with increasing cluster sizes (i.e., <J2>~5.9 x 1020 #/m3.s and <J5>~2.5 x 1019 #/m3.s) in stage S1
up to t ~ 0.144 s. Additionally, the <Ji> values decay rapidly in stage S2 beyond t = 0.144 – 0.145
s. In contrast, the <Ji> for cluster sizes i = 10-20 in Figure 2.9 (B) show lower values than those
observed for i=2-5, while no significant change in nucleation rates is observed for the increasing
cluster sizes. The <Ji> values decay rapidly beyond t ~ 0.1485-0.149 s in stage S2, that also marks
the onset of nucleation.
It suggests that although in stage S1 significant numbers of clusters are formed with sizes smaller
than the threshold value (i < 10), only clusters larger than the threshold value (i  10) are able to
grow through this stage and up to the nucleation outburst. To provide a detailed insight, Figure
2.10 shows that nucleation rates for smaller clusters (i = 2-9) are significantly higher than those
for the larger ones (i  10), and they decay to a lower but unified value for the larger clusters.

Figure 2.10: Nucleation rates <Ji> (#/m3s) averaged over stage S1 as a function of cluster size for
case T0=1773 K.
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Therefore, the KMC-based nucleation rate for cluster sizes  10 are estimated to be JKMC=2.7 x
1018 (#/m3.s). Comparing this result to the theoretical CNT-derived value of JCNT=1.81 x 1014
(#/m3.s), we observe almost 4 orders of magnitude differences between the two nucleation rates.
Mean first passage time method (MFPT):
Mean first passage time method has been extensively studied in literature for calculating nucleation
rates [62, 74, 75]. The method analyzes the time required for a cluster to reach to a particular size
for the first time. By tracking the maximum cluster size of the system over time the nucleation rate
can be obtained. It has been shown that in presence of nucleation barrier, the required time for
maximum cluster size to reach a particular size is given by [75]:

τ(i) =

τJ
[1 + erf(b(i - i*))]
2

where “erf” represents error function, and b is related to the Zeldovich factor: Z =

(2.24)

b
π

. Using a

curve fit to the direct simulation results, it is possible to obtain critical cluster size and nucleation
time. Finally, the nucleation rate can be calculated as:

J KMC =

1
Vτ J

(2.25)

where τJ is obtained from curve fit and V is the MC volume. Figure 2.11 shows the MFPT curve
obtained from tracking the evolution of maximum cluster size in our KMC system run for the case
study (a). It can be observed that the data has a sigmoidal shape and represents a well-defined
plateau. Therefore, the nucleation rate obtained from MFPT is estimated to be J KMC=3.7 x 1018 ±
3.8 x 1016.
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Figure 2.11: Mean first passage time analysis for case T0=1773 K.
From eqn. (2.25) it can be realized that the nucleation rate depends on the nucleation time (τJ) and
the error is calculated based on the error in the nucleation time. By comparison, there is a good
agreement between the nucleation rates obtained by YM and MFPT methods.
Effect of initial temperature:
The KMC model is used to investigate the effect of initial background temperature on the
nucleation process for two different values: T0 = 1773K, and 1973K. Figure 2.12 shows the
evolution of saturation ratios as a function of reduced temperature (defined as the instantaneous
system temperature T normalized by the initial temperature T0). As the T0 values for the nucleating
system are increased, the nucleation process is accelerated. Thus, the maximum saturation ratio is
decreased from S=5.4 in case (a) to S=2.7 in case (b) and subsequently earlier onset of nucleation
is resulted.
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Figure 2.12: Saturation ratio (S) as a function of reduced temperature (T/T0) for cases T0=1773K
and 1973K.
Figure 2.13 shows the critical cluster sizes of i* = 43 (~1 nm) for case (a) as compared to i*= 105
(~ 2 nm) for case (b). Thus, a reduction of the initial system temperature assists in the formation
of smaller primary particles. Furthermore, larger fluctuations in the imax values are also observed
for higher initial temperature in case (b) (i.e., T0 = 1973K in Figure 2.13 (A)). Analyzing these
fluctuations, Figure 2.13 (A) for T0 = 1973K shows a wide and uniform variance over time, as
compared to Figure 2.13 (B) for T0 = 1773K where the variance is initially narrow for T/T0~1 but
increases over time demonstrating a non-uniform trend. This implies that for T0 = 1973K, the imax
in the system can attain larger values in the earlier stages as compared to the corresponding i max
values for T0 = 1773K case. Moreover, for higher T0 values the maximum cluster size in the system
has a higher probability to grow and survive in spite of the high evaporation rates. To analyze these
fluctuations in the nucleating systems, the Gibbs’ entropy of mixing is calculated based on the
probability distribution over cluster sizes as:
i =i max

S = -k B M

Ni

Ni

∑ M ln( M ) = -k
i =1

B

M∑Pchooseln(Pchoose)
i

(2.26)
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Figure 2.13: Variation of maximum cluster size (imax) and critical cluster size (i*) in the system
as a function of reduced temperature (T/T0) for case (A) T0=1973K and (B) T0=1773K.
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For further clarification, eqn. (2.26) represents the system entropy of mixing where different
cluster sizes are considered as independent entities, and clusters within each size are identical. At
each time step, the state of the system is determined by the cluster size distributions and the
corresponding system temperature. Appearance of other cluster sizes increases the disorder, and
consequently the entropy of mixing in the system. Clusters that cross the nucleation barrier form
a more organized phase and hence, the entropy of mixing in the system should ideally decrease.
These phenomena are clearly depicted by Figure 2.14 where the entropies for case (a) (T0 = 1773
K) and case (b) (T0 =1973 K) are plotted as a function of the reduced temperatures (T/T0). As
expected, the higher entropy of mixing along with the large variabilities and spread in the entropy
data as seen in case (b) indicate higher disorder and fluctuations in the system as compared to the
case (a). These disorders and fluctuations cause a number of larger clusters to survive during the
cluster evaporation that go on to attain the critical cluster size by crossing the nucleation barrier.

Figure 2.14: Evolution of normalized entropy (S /kB) as a function of reduced temperature
(T/T0) for cases T0=1773K and 1973K.
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They initiate the nucleation process. A comparison of the cases (a) and (b) in Figure 2.14 reveals
that higher fluctuations in case (b) result in an earlier outburst of nucleation.

2.4 Conclusion
We have developed a hi-fidelity Gibbs’ free energy driven KMC model to simulate homogeneous
nucleation of metal NP’s. The model captures the ensemble stochastic processes of monomercluster (condensation), cluster-cluster collisions, as well as cluster evaporations via detailed
balancing during gas phase synthesis process. A novel and statistically unbiased pseudo sampling
technique has been proposed to effectively address the computational challenges of capturing the
rare and non-equilibrium nature of nucleation events in a time-efficient manner. The simulation
results from the current KMC model indicate good agreement with previously obtained results
from phenomenological models for similar case-studies [29, 49]. Our results indicated that the
onset of nucleation outburst is accelerated by increasing the initial vapor temperature (T0) resulting
in the formation of critical clusters with sizes ~ 1 nm and 2 nm for T0 = 1773 K and 1973 K
respectively.
Nucleation rates calculated by the YM method indicate higher values for cluster sizes smaller than
a threshold value (i ≤ 10), above which the rates drop off to a relatively lower but unified value.
The nucleation rates obtained from YM method compared well with that from MFPT method,
while being almost 4 orders of magnitude larger than the CNT steady-state value. The variations
in the ensemble entropy of mixing indicated an increasing trend in the system leading up to the
onset of nucleation where it eventually undergoes the expected drastic loss due to the emergence
of a more organized new nanophase. The current work paves the path for our future introduction
of more accurate cluster size-dependent free energy formulations into our current nucleation
model. Such a robust model development will facilitate the easy and unified incorporation of the
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nucleation process into our previously developed KMC-based collision-coalescence [59] and
morphology-driven surface oxidation models [69] that can investigate the impact of nucleating
critical cluster sizes on the general dynamics of NP growth and evolution without any capillarity
and/or, isothermal assumptions.
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Chapter 3 Laser Ablation Synthesis in
Solution (LASiS): A Facile Technique for
the Synthesis of Energetic Nanoparticles
This chapter is based on the following publications:


Mukherjee D., Davari S.A. (2017) Computational Modeling for Fate, Transport and Evolution
of Energetic Metal Nanoparticles Grown via Aerosol Route. In: Shukla M., Boddu V.,
Steevens J., Damavarapu R., Leszczynski J. (eds) Energetic Materials. Challenges and
Advances in Computational Chemistry and Physics, vol 25. Springer, Cham



Davari S.A., Gottfried J., Tian M., Ribeiro E. L., Duscher G., Mukherjee D. “Synthesis of
graphite coated Aluminum nanoparticles using laser ablation in organic solutions”, in prep.

3.1 Introduction
The last few decades have seen a large volume of research work focus on a class of novel materials
that demonstrate enhanced energetic property and reactivity thereby finding application in the
development of propellants, explosives and pyrotechnics. To this end, past studies involving
various forms of aluminized solid propellants prepared with different mixtures of aluminum
powders and oxidizers as heterogeneous, composite solid propellants have indicated high burning
rates and enhanced ignition [76-80]. A substantially larger surface area arising from fuel-oxidizer
interfaces in nanoscale regime promote kinetically controlled ignition processes. In this regard, the
first generation of energetic nanomaterials had increasingly invested in research efforts towards
the use of nanoaluminum in explosives [81-83]. Rational design and synthesis of metal (fuel)
nanoparticles with tailored size, morphology and compositions play a pivotal role in tuning the
reactivity of these classes of nanomaterials with high accuracy. Moreover, usually the structures
at these length scales are unbalanced and metastable due to their fast formation during
manufacturing processes. Thus, while existing in their metastable state for long times under normal
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conditions, any perturbations sufficient enough for structural changes may result in the release of
excess energy in the form of heat in an effort to relax to stable structural arrangements.
Traditionally, Aluminum (Al) with its large enthalpy of combustion (~1675 kJ/mol for bulk Al)
has always been considered in the class of solid-state propellants and explosives [84]. But,
considering that the enthalpy of combustion of an isolated Al atom is ~ 2324 kJ/mol and the
aforementioned interfacial energetic properties at nanoscale, nano-Al has been the center of
attention in energetic nanomaterials till recently. To this end, one of the first methods proposed for
the production of nano-Al was based on the condensation of metal vapors generated by explosion
of electrically induced wire [85]. Sol-gel approach has been employed by researchers at Lawrence
Livermore National Lab for the synthesis Al/Fe2O3 for the first time [86]. The lab-scale and
industrial synthesis of metal nanoparticles typically employ rapid condensation of supersaturated
metal vapor (monomer) that are generated from thermal evaporation of the bulk metal, electric arc
discharge, laser ablation, flame reactors, plasma reactors, etc. During these gas-phase synthesis
processes, rapid cooling (~103-105 K/s) of the metal vapor initiates the saturated vapor to undergo
the free-energy driven collisional process that finally leads to nucleation and the birth of a stable
cluster. This critical cluster subsequently grows via coagulation/coalescence and undergoes
various interfacial reactions. The thermodynamics and kinetics of each of the aforementioned
events during the vapor-phase production of nanoparticles play significant role in tailoring their
sizes, morphology, composition and structure. In fact, it soon became apparent that a significant
drawback of the gas-phase synthesis routes for these metal nanoparticles was in the kinetics of the
process leading to high collision-calescence rates of the particles that resulted in rapid aggregation.
And the very energetic behaviors in these materials being largely driven by their excess interfacial
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area and small diffusion length scales, such large-scale aggregation led to rapid loss of surface area
and activity for these nanomaterials.
On the other hand, in relation to the reaction kinetics and the oxidation mechanism in these
metal nanoparticles, the conventional wisdom called for stoichiometric mixing of the fuel and
oxidizer to maximize their energy density. But, the overall kinetics of the process demands an
atomistic mixture of the two components to minimize the fuel-oxidizer diffusion length during the
reaction. Thus, for larger particle grain size, and hence lower interfacial area between the oxidizer
and fuel, the overall reaction speed reflects mass-transfer limitations. Additionally, the diffusion
length being exceedingly small in the nanoscale regime, the reaction rates are further increased by
many orders of magnitude as compared to those the bulk state. For a better understanding, the
evolution of Al particles during oxidation is needed. The Al oxidation and its energy release can
be described by few mechanisms related to the transport of species and surface reactions:
1-Reaction between O2 and Al
2-Formation of oxide layer
3-Diffusion of O2 and Al through the oxide layer for further reaction
It has been shown that the morphology of the particles, especially the oxide layer thickness changes
the energetic properties of Al nanoparticles drastically [69]. Any unwanted oxide layer such as
native oxide layer would affect the surface reactivity of the Al nanoparticles significantly.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of oxidation mechanism of Al nanoparticles.
Therefore, it could be both beneficial and detrimental to the design of these energetic nanoparticles
either in the use of the optimal oxide shell to passivate the Al nanoparticle surface for safety
reasons or to tune their surface oxidation rates. Increasing research efforts in the design of nextgeneration energetic nanomaterials have been directed towards the basic idea that the coatings
should not retard the activity, but promote safety while enabling to, in fact, further enhance their
performances. Hence, various scenarios have been suggested to preserve the surface activities
using noble metals [87] and metal oxides [88]. Carbon coatings have been demonstrated to show
similar features [89] so that while the coating itself can be oxidized into gaseous products, they
also retard the particle aggregation rates due to the presence of the carbon shell. To this end,
various techniques such as plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [90],
photopolymerization [91] and wet chemistry [92].
While chemical synthesis routes are powerful and have been extensively used till date, they
inevitably suffer from residual chemical contaminations and equilibrium growth pathways for the
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particles in the absence of unwanted surfactants and ligands during the synthesis [15]. In this
regard, laser ablation synthesis in solutions (LASiS) has been considered as a “green chemistry”
route that can prevent the use of surfactants and residues from the reducing agents that typically
poisons the active surface areas [10, 11]. Moreover, from the industrial perspective this technique
is more economical for facile, rapid and large-scale production as compared to wet chemistry
techniques [15]. Typically in LASiS, a target is immersed into a solution and irradiated with highenergy laser beam. The laser ablates the target and creates a local plasma with high pressure and
temperature sufficient for triggering nucleation and subsequent growth of nanoparticles. By tuning
the laser energy, wavelength, target metals of choice, solution chemistry etc. various
nanostructures are obtained with different size, morphology and chemical compositions [17]. To
this end, laser ablation has been employed in the past for production of Al nanoparticles [93]. A
few studies have looked into the size and morphology of Al nanoparticles made from Al target
ablation in organic solution [94, 95]. But, they fail to address the uncertainties in the size,
morphology and structure of the Al nanoparticles thereby not enabling them to develop into
reliable and tunable systems that can tailor the surface functionalities of these nanoparticle
effectively. In fact, a vast majority of these studies have largely focused on the mere synthesis of
these materials, and have failed to provide any comprehensive investigations into the energetic
and other surface functional activities of these materials.
In this chapter, we focus on the synthesis of Al nanoparticles coated with carbon shells by using
LASiS in various organic solutions and using different laser properties. The size/morphology,
interfacial structures and compositions of the shell-core Al nanoparticles will be analyzed in light
of their energetic activities when compared to each other as well as with commercial micron size
Al powders and other well-known energetic materials.
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3.2 Experimental set-up and procedure
3.2.1 LASiS Set-up
The LASiS experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 3.2. A Q-switched Nd-YAG pulsed laser
operating at 1064 nm with 4 ns pulse width, 10 Hz repetition rate and maximum energy 330
mJ/pulse is used for ablating the target in the cell. The cell is provided with two side-viewing
windows to monitor and adjust the laser focal point. A gas inlet and outlet on the cell allows
for suitable purging with inert gases if needed. The Al target is mounted on a stepper motor and
rotates continuously to enable uniform ablation from the surface. The reactor cell is also provided
with heating rods along with a thermocouple for accurate monitoring of solution temperature
and a sonic dismembrator for in situ de-agglomeration of the synthesized NPs. Additionally, a
programmable injection unit is attached to the cell that allows for simultaneous introduction
of solutions for chemical reaction incorporation.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of LASiS set-up.
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3.2.2 Synthesis of Al nanoparticles
The Al pellet was bought from Kurt J. Lesker (99.99% purity, 1” diameter and 1/4” height) and
immersed into organic solvents. Two different organic solvents were used in this study for ablation
of Al in solution. Both acetone (99.95% purity) and toluene (99.9% purity) were bought from
Sigma-Aldrich. Al target was placed in ~ 8 ml of organic solvents and ablated for 4 min at room
temperature. For all the experiments the original laser beam was used (~ 4 mm diameter) and laser
energy was set to 330 mJ/pulse.

3.2.3 Characterization techniques
3.2.3.1 Laser-induced air shock from energetic materials (LASEM)
Recently a new technique similar to laser-induced shock wave and blast wave has been developed
at our collaborator, US Army Research Laboratory (ARL) facilities at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD for measuring energetic properties of exothermic and explosive materials [96-98]. Briefly, a
shock wave is generated in air using laser-induced plasma on the surface of energetic materials.
Through tracking the subsequent expansion of the ablated materials using schlieren and
shadowgraph techniques the velocity of the laser-induced shock wave is measured and correlated
to the blast wave velocity and pressure. In this chapter, all energetic property analyses for the assynthesized nanoparticles have been carried out by laser-induced air shock from energetic
materials (LASEM) at the US ARL facilities.

3.3 Results and discussion
Figure 3.3 illustrates the STEM images of the Al pellets ablated for 4 min in acetone and toluene
at laser fluence of 2.6 J/cm2. The samples were centrifuged and washed with methanol prior
deposition on the grid for imaging. It can be observed the samples are comprised of nanoparticles
embedded in a carbon matrix in both cases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: STEM images of Al target ablated in (a) acetone and (b) toluene for 4 min under 2.6
J/cm2 laser flux. The bars correspond to 100 nm.
The ablation in toluene resulted in larger particles in comparison to the ablation in acetone. To
confirm the observation, the particle size distribution for both cases were analyzed. To this end
Figure 3.4 shows the size distribution of the particles synthesized in acetone and toluene under 2.6
J/cm2 laser fluence. Both samples indicating a lognormal distribution. Based on the size
distribution, it can be observed that the synthesized sample in acetone shows a unimodal
distribution with the peak value at 15.7 ± 0.2 nm. On the other hand, the sample synthesized in
toluene indicates a bimodal distribution with a peak at 25 ± 0.8 nm and another at 77.2 ± 1.7 nm.
In this regard, the effect of ablation time on the particles size distribution has been carried out in
toluene.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Size distribution of Al target ablated in (a) acetone and (b) toluene for 4 min.
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Figure 3.5 shows the particle size distribution of Al pellets ablated in toluene for 2, 4, 6, and 8
mins. The size distribution seems to shift from unimodal (or biomodal with an insignificant second
peak) with a relatively narrow full width half maximum (FWHM) at 2 min to almost unimodal at
8 min with a large spread for the FWHM. The observation indicates that as the ablation time
increases, the difference between the first and second peaks in terms of the modal size and
concentration decreases, while the particles systematically shift to larger sizes. Further
investigations have been carried out on the effect of laser fluence on the particles size distributions.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the particle size distributions from Al targets ablated in acetone and toluene
at 2.6 and 10.5 J/cm2 laser influences for 4 min. It is observed that as the laser fluence increases,
the nanoparticle sizes become smaller.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: Size distribution of Al target ablated in toluene for (a) 2min, (b) 4min, (c) 6min and
(d) 8min.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: Effect of laser flux on the size distribution of Al target ablated for 4 min in acetone at
(a) 2.6 J/cm2, (b) 10.5 J/cm2, and in toluene at (c) 2.6 J/cm2 and (d) 10.5 J/cm2.
In the case of acetone, the distribution peak at 15.7 ± 0.2 nm at 2.6 J/cm2 reduces to 12.3 ± 1.0 nm
for laser influence 10.5 J/cm2. The same results can be seen in toluene with laser fluence of 2.6
J/cm2 where a bimodal distribution with peak sizes at 77.2 ± 1.7 nm and 25 ± 0.8 nm shifts to a
unimodal distribution with peak size at 17.03 ± 0.8 nm. These results are also in agreement with
previous studies from our group [99]. For analyzing the activity, two samples were prepared by
ablating Al target for 4 min under 2.6 J/cm2 laser flux in acetone and toluene. The samples were
tested in US Army facilities using LASEM. To this end, Figure 3.7 illustrates the laser-induced
shock velocities for these samples and compares them to commercial micron size Al powders. The
blank indicates the shock velocity of air induced by laser.
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Figure 3.7: Laser-induced shock velocity measurements for synthesized samples and compared to
micron size Al powder and air.
Comparing the results of LASEM from blank to other samples, the shock velocity is greater once
the samples contain energetic materials such as Al. This observation confirms the resolution of the
LASEM technique to detect energetic behaviors via shock wave velocity increases from known
energetic material analytes. Moreover, it can be seen that both the specific samples prepared in
toluene and acetone show greater activities as compared to the micron sized Al powder. Greater
activity recorded from the synthesized samples can be correlated to the protective shells that
prevent the Al nanoparticle surface from forming native oxide layers that stymies the oxidation
kinetics due to the onset of diffusion limited oxidation pathways through the oxide shell layers.
Added to this, the smaller sized carbon coated Al nanoparticles produced in acetone obviously
exhibit higher activity as expected due to smaller diffusion length scales. Analyzing the shock
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velocities of Al synthesized in acetone and toluene indicates improved activity and greater shock
velocity of acetone over toluene. This can be attributed to the fact that particles prepared in acetone
have smaller size in compare to particles synthesized in toluene. It is known as the size of the
particles decreases the burning and oxidation process becomes more efficient. In case of toluene,
particles show a bimodal size distribution with two classes at 25 nm and 77.2 nm. It is possible
that the second class (77.2 nm) does not become fully oxidized due to larger size. Therefore, it acts
as a dead load during the energy release and retards the energetic activity. Recently, LASEM has
been employed for various energetic materials such as TNT (trinitrotoluene), PETN
(pentaerythritol trinitrate) etc. to correlate laser-induced shock velocity to detonation velocity,
pressure and classification of exothermic and explosive materials [96]. Comparing the shock
velocity of Al particles prepared in toluene and acetone with previous studies [100, 101], we
realized that the synthesis of Al in toluene results in exothermic rather than explosive properties,
while preparation in acetone lies in explosive range. Moreover, the calibration curves based on the
previous studies [96] have been used to estimate detonation properties of Al synthesized in acetone
(Figures 3.8 a and b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Correlation between laser-induced shock velocity and detonation velocities and
pressure.
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Based on the calibration curves the detonation velocity and pressure of Al nanoparticles
synthesized in acetone is estimated as 7.83 km/s and 27.66 GPa respectively. These results indicate
superior detonation velocity and pressure of Al nanoparticles synthesized in acetone over common
explosive materials such as TNT, HNS (hexanitrostilbene), pentolite (50% PETN, 50% TNT).

3.4 Conclusion
Laser ablation synthesis in solution (LASiS) has been employed for synthesizing carbon shell
coated Al nanoparticle as energetic materials to prevent the unwanted growth of native oxide layers
on the active nanoparticle interface. The objective here was to preserve the pristine and reactive
Al surfaces to prevent the domination of diffusion-limited oxidation through the oxide layers that
are known to stymie the surface reaction rates. The shell-core Al nanoparticles have been prepared
through laser ablation in different organic solvents such as acetone and toluene. The size and
morphology of these particles have been investigated using scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM). The effects of various organic solvents, laser flux and ablation time on
particles size distribution have been investigated. It has been observed through controlling the
LASiS medium, laser flux and ablation time the size distribution of particles is tunable. The
energetic activities of the synthesized samples have been estimated through laser-induced air shock
from energetic materials (LASEM) and compared to uncoated micron size Al powders and
explosive materials. It has been observed that both samples prepared in acetone and toluene show
greater energetic activities as compared to their micron sized Al powders due to the protection of
the Al surface from unwanted oxide ash layer growths. Specifically, the as-prepared Al
nanoparticles in toluene could be more categorized as exothermic materials when compared to
their counterparts grown in acetone that exhibit more explosive properties. Thus, the results
presented here provide preliminary indications that the nanostructures of carbon shell coated metal
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nanoparticles can be effectively tailored via LASiS-based techniques to tune their energetic
behaviors from solid-state flame additives to self-standing explosive materials. The as-synthesized
samples in acetone indicated superior energetic activities as compared to the samples grown out
of toluene. The superior activity was correlated to smaller particles size resulted from ablation in
acetone. Finally, the explosive properties such as detonation velocity and pressure of the carbon
shell coated Al nanoparticles synthesized in acetone were compared to a wide range of explosive
materials. The results indicated superior detonation velocity and pressure as compared to wellknown explosive materials such as TNT, HNS, and pentolite. The research developed through this
work pave the path for future design and synthesis of the next-generation nano-energetic materials
whose interfacial structures can be optimally tuned to outperform as well as regulate the reactivity
of the first-generation energetic materials. Specifically, on-going efforts between our research
group and the US ARL continue to investigate the abilities to tune excess interfacial stresses and
internal pressures, and in turn, melting points of the core metal nanoparticle in these shell-core
nanostructures to design them to behave as high pressure nano-reactor cells that can exhibit
excessive pyrophoric behaviors under suitable external stimulation in the form of heat or pressure.
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Chapter 4 Laser-Induced
Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS): A Calibration-Free
Analytical Technique for Quantitative
Chemical Characterizations of Nanoalloys
and Nanocomposites with Interfacial
Activities
This chapter is based on the following publications:


Davari, S. A.; Hu, S.; Mukherjee, D. “Calibration-free quantitative analysis of elemental ratios in
intermetallic nanoalloys and nanocomposites using Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)”,
Talanta, 2017, 164, 330–340.



Davari, S. A.; Hu, S., Ribeiro, E. L., & Mukherjee, D. “Rapid elemental composition analysis of
intermetallic ternary nanoalloys using calibration-free quantitative Laser Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS)”, MRS Advances, 2017, 1-6 [Invited Paper].



Hu, S.; Ribeiro, E. L.; Davari, S. A., Tian, M.; Khomami, B.; Mukherjee, D. “Hybrid
nanocomposites of Co3O4 nanoparticle embedded reduced/nitrogen-doped graphene oxides for the
selective improvement of electrocatalytic and/or supercapacitor functionalities”, RSC Advances,
2017, 7, 33166–33176

4.1 Introduction
A critical bottleneck in the research and development of state-of the-art electrochemical energy
conversion and storage systems (including fuel cells and metal–air batteries) remains in the design
of intermetallic nanoalloys (NAs) and nanocomposites (NCs) as efficient catalysts – the main goal
being the replacement of precious metals (Pt, Au, Pd etc.) with cheaper transition metal oxides.
Specifically, due to the unique physicochemical, structural and electronic characteristics, Pt/Pd-M
(M stands for transition metals such as Co, Ni, Fe, Cu, etc.) NAs are regarded as highly promising
electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [20, 102-104] and methanol/ethanol/formic
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acid oxidation reaction [105-107] in fuel cell applications. On another hand, NCs of transitional
metal oxides, metal/intermetallic nanoparticles (NPs) in metal oxide matrices (including
perovskites) are known to exhibit outstanding bifunctional activities for both ORR and oxygen
evolution reactions (OER) [17, 108-110]. However, the critical challenge remains in tailoring the
elemental compositions of these NAs and NCs in an effort to tune their atomic lattice properties
and in turn, their interfacial catalytic activities as well as precious metal loadings [111-114]. Thus,
facile, efficient and, yet accurate chemical characterizations of a wide class of NAs and NCs
become imperative for robust and rapid screening of superior catalysts. Inductively Coupled
Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
have been the conventional analytical techniques of choice for chemical composition
characterizations. In spite of the well-established analytical capabilities of ICP-OES and XPS due
to the robust instrumentation development and accuracy, they have their own pitfalls in terms of
experimental protocols. In the case of ICP-OES, considerable sample preparations including
external calibration standard requirements and rigorous acid digestions for many samples
(including intermetallic NPs) prove to be highly problematic and time consuming [115-117].
Besides, many strong acids required for the sample digestions prove to be hazardous and
incompatible with the instruments.
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a relatively nondestructive spectrochemical
characterization technique, which can address the aforementioned issues in a facile, yet effective
manner. Typically, LIBS involves the collection and processing of optical emissions emanating
from a high-irradiance pulsed laser tightly focused to generate a high temperature, high pressure
micro-plasma containing the analyte of interest [118]. These emissions (ionic, atomic and
molecular), collected as spectral signatures, can reveal the constituents and properties of the
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plasma and hence, the sample. The relatively simple set-up, and minimal sample preparations for
LIBS have drawn the attention of analytical researchers in recent years [119]. Moreover, the fast
operation and easy data collection of LIBS make it an ideal analytical tool for in-situ studies [120].
In the past, LIBS has found a vast amount of applications in diverse spectral, and elemental studies
ranging from nanomaterials [121-123], and environmental/bio-hazard analysis [124-126], to
forensics [127], explosives detection [128, 129], semiconductor and thin films [130],
pharmaceutical [131], and biomedical [132] applications. Specifically, LIBS has been used for
elemental analysis in bulk metallic alloys and composites include bulk steel sample analysis using
single and double pulsed lasers [133], and identification of aluminum impurities in zinc-based
alloys [134], both of which involve the use of calibration standards. Additionally, analytical
measurements combining LIBS and laser-induced fluorescence [135] have been used to establish
low detection limits for cobalt in low-alloy steels. In spite of the extensive use of LIBS on bulk
alloy analysis, there appears to be a noticeable dearth in its extension toward quantitative analysis
of intermetallic NPs, including NAs and NCs. Recent years have seen a growing interest in the use
of LIBS for detailed nanoparticle characterizations that include the exhaustive research by Hahn
and his co-workers in the past on the sizing and elemental analysis of aerosolized metal/metal
oxide NPs [136-138]. Such works have led to continued efforts on the application of LIBS for
detecting impurities in iron oxide nano-powders/NCs for both industrial and biomedical
applications [139], as well as in identifying volume fraction of flame synthesized titania NPs using
phase-selective LIBS [140]. More recently, LIBS was also used in distinguishing nanosized carbon
materials based on molecular emissions from different graphitic lattices [141]. But, only a handful
of works have employed LIBS for elemental analysis of complex intermetallic NPs. These include
the in-situ confirmation of CuAg NP synthesis during laser ablation synthesis [142], and detection
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of Ytterbium (Yb) in cobalt antimony (CoSb3) skutterudite voids [143]. While the aforesaid
studies carried out some of the foremost spectrochemical characterizations of NPs and
nanostructured materials, they have been largely limited to qualitative studies, or at the most,
quantitative analysis based on external calibration standards. To this end, Mukherjee et al. [120]
had carried out one of the formative studies in developing the calibration free quantitative LIBS
methodology to measure the extent of oxidation on Al nanoparticles. This methodology was later
extended and verified for detailed quantitative LIBS characterizations of carbonaceous aerosols
and aerosolized drugs [126, 131]. To the best of our knowledge, no studies till date have
successfully employed LIBS for quantitative elemental analysis of intermetallic NPs that can
provide new directions toward future rapid and facile analytical techniques for in-situ chemical
characterizations of complex heterogeneous nanomaterials during their large scale synthesis.
We address the aforesaid lapse in the application of LIBS toward rapid and high accuracy
elemental characterizations of intermetallic NPs through our current work. It needs to be brought
to attention that various calibration-free LIBS techniques have been developed in the past [144,
145]. But the current study is specifically built on the earlier studies of Mukherjee et al. [120] to
employ the calibration-free quantitative LIBS toward rapid and facile analysis of compositional
variations in complex intermetallic NAs/NCs. Specifically, we focus on the elemental composition
analysis of PdCo and PtNi NAs, and PtCo NCs synthesized via our recently developed Laser
Ablation Synthesis in Solution-Galvanic Replacement Reaction (LASiS-GRR) technique as part
of our ongoing research efforts on directed design of intermetallic nanomaterials with low precious
metal loadings as efficient ORR electrocatalysts [17, 20]. The accuracy of our results from the
LIBS measurements will be verified by comparing against the corresponding results from ICPOES analyses.
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4.2 Experimental details
4.2.1 Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The laser-induced plasma is generated with a
Q-switched Nd-YAG laser of nominal wavelength 1064 nm operating at 200 mJ/pulse, and a pulse
width of 8 ns (Make: Insight Model: 122551-R). As seen in Figure 4.1, the laser is focused with a
25 mm diameter fused silica lens (focal length=35 mm) that generates ~10–15 GW/cm2 flux at the
focal point on the target surface. The resulting high-energy plasma plume produces a high
temperature that can reach up to ~30,000 K. The spot size on the sample is set to 75 μm diameter,
which creates a plasma volume with size 1–2 mm3 approximately. Due to the thin film of
deposition, one laser shot per spot is collected.

Figure 4.1: Schematic for LIBS experimental set-up used in this chapter.
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But, in order to improve the statistical average of the signal intensity for each analyte of interest,
spectral data over approximately 100–150 spots are collected.
The plasma emission is collected with a fiber optic port carrying a collimation-focusing lens pair
and placed at 45 degree collection angle (see Figure 4.1), which yields the optimum intensity from
the plasma volume. The focused light collected via a fiber optic cable is transmitted to a CzernyTurner spectrometer (Make: Andor Technology; Model: Shamrock - SR-303i-A) with 1200
grooves/mm grating (resolution of 0.1 nm at 500 nm), and a nominal dispersion of 2.58 nm/mm.
The slit width is fixed at 100 μm for all experiments carried out here in order to have the optimum
spectral line intensity and resolution. A time-gated intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD)
detector array (1024×1024 CCD) (Make: Andor Technology; Model: DH334T-18U-E3) detects
the spectral lines at the spectrometer exit focal plane. The time gating is synchronized with the
laser Q-switch through an in-built timing generator in the ICCD camera set-up.

4.2.2 Synthesis of nanoalloys (NAs) and nanocomposites (NCs)
All

the

metallic

pellets

were

provided

from

Kurt

J.

Lesker

(99.95%

purity,

1/4′′diameter×1/4′′height). K2PtCl4 (> 99.9%), Na2PdCl4 (>99.9%) and HCl (37%) samples were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All NA and NC samples for the present study were synthesized
using our recently developed LASiS-GRR technique and described elsewhere [17, 20]. For the
preparation of binary PtNi and PdCo NAs, K2PtCl4 (250 mg/l) and Na2PdCl4 (125 mg/l) were used
as the salt solutions, while Ni and Co were used as the targets separately. The ternary alloys, the
PtCuCo NAs, are synthesized by ablating Co targets with a pulsed laser (1064 nm; 10 Hz with 360
mJ/pulse energy and 4 ns pulse width) in a mixture of K2PtCl4 and CuCl solutions. The colloidal
solutions are then treated with HCl acid at pH2 for 12 hours followed by centrifugation at 4700
rpm for 8 mins. The resultant samples (precipitates) are marked as PtCuCo-1, PtCuCo-2, and
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PtCuCo-3 respectively. The LASiS-GRR technique was carried out for preparation of NCs as well.
In specific, for the synthesis of PtCo/CoOx NCs, Co target was ablated by the pulsed laser in
K2PtCl4 solutions with different concentrations of 25, 60, 120 mg/l, with the resultant samples
marked as PtCo1, PtCo2 and PtCo3 respectively. Finally, the precipitates from centrifugation were
collected and deposited on silicon wafers that were pre-washed with water and ethanol to remove
any residues for LIBS analysis. Specifically, around 20μ of the NP colloidal solutions (50 mg/l)
were dropped casted to make the material loading densities of 1 mg/cm2 for all the samples. All
LIBS tests were carried out at ambient conditions that facilitate a simple and easy execution of the
experiments.

4.2.3 Quantitative LIBS Methodology
In this study, atomic transition lines are chosen from the NIST Atomic Energy Levels Data Center
[146] (wherever available) or from other sources otherwise (as referenced) based on the relative
lines strength, and transition probabilities. As Tognoni et al. [147] and Hahn et al. [119] had
extensively discussed in previous LIBS studies, generally there are two quantities describing the
quality of measurements in LIBS practice, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and peak-to-base ratio
(PTB). For all samples, the optimum gate delays are determined based on the variations of the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of gate delays for the respective elemental species to gain
maximum accuracy in our results. The SNR is calculated by measuring the peak signal value at
the specific wavelength of interest for a spectral line divided by the noise of the spectra. The noise
is defined as the root mean square over the baseline (~ over 40 pixel) adjacent to the analyte peak.
Then, the optimum signal-to-noise ratio (Iem) is used as the effective emission for the population
density calculations of the respective atomic species based on the Boltzmann distribution:
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I em = hc

A ki
g
ΔE ki
N i k exp()
λ ki
gi
k BTexc

(4.1)

where Iem is the optimal SNR, and Ni, Aki, λki, gk, gi are atomic number densities at the lower
energy state, Einstein’s transition probability, emitted wavelength, and statistical weights for the
higher (k), and lower (i) energy states respectively for the specific atomic transition of interest.
∆Eki is the energy difference between the k, and i states, and Texc is the plasma temperature at the
optimal gate delays determined for the species of interest. Boltzmann, and Planck’s constant are
indicated by kB (1.38064×10−23 m2kg/s2K), and h (6.62607×10−34 m2kg/s) respectively, and c
(3×108 m/s) is the speed of light in vacuum.
Typically, plasma temperatures are calculated based on the slope of the linear fit to the Boltzmann
plot of ln(Iemλki/Akigk) as a function of normalized upper energy level (Ek/kB) (derived from eqn.
(4.1) for multiple strong lines with sufficiently widespread upper energy levels. The validity of
eqn. (4.1), and the linear Boltzmann plot for plasma temperature calculations is based on the
assumption of local thermodynamics equilibrium (LTE) conditions for the laser induced plasma.
LTE requires that the plasma quenching processes are predominantly collisional rather than
radiative. Typically, such conditions are established within at longer times of plasma evolution (>
1 μs) [148]. Thus, all our emission lines are measured at gate delayed beyond 1 μs. As Mukherjee
et al. [120] had discussed in details, both absolute and relative emission intensities are affected by
instrument uncertainty such as optical alignment, slit width etc., and the plasma fluctuations due
to laser shot-to-shot variations. Moreover, the plasma temperature changes with time, and its
estimation from the Boltzmann plots at different gate delays also result in the estimation of
population densities being relative. Therefore, it is essential to calibrate the population densities
of the analyte species of interest against those for bulk matrix species at similar plasma conditions
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to nullify the aforesaid plasma artifacts. To the end, the stoichiometric ratio between any two
species X, and Y of interest is finally estimated through the following normalization technique:
XI
BI
[X] [ N i N i ]@GD= t1
R=
=
[Y] [ N iY I N iB I ]@GD= t

(4.2)

2

where, NiX, and NiB represents the lower energy state population densities of the analyte X, and
the bulk species respectively.

4.3 Other characterizations
In order to verify the attained results from LIBS, we used the same samples and measured the
elemental ratio using ICP-OES. The NAs and NCs are digested using aqua regia solution, and
diluted to be used in ICP. Standard cobalt dichloride solution (≥99%) and Na2PdCl4 solution
(>99.9%) are used for calibration of PdCo NA. For the PtCoNC standard cobalt dichloride solution
(≥99%) and K2PtCl4 solution (> 99.9%), and for the PtNi NA standard nickel dichloride solution
(≥99%) and and K2PtCl4 solution (> 99.9%) are used to calibrate the ICP with respect to the
analytes of interest. Then, the standard samples and LASiS-GRR samples are both analyzed with
ICP-OES (Perkin Elmer, Optima 4300 DV). Moreover, the morphology, structure and qualitative
chemical composition of all the LASiS-GRR products (NAs and NCs) are analyzed with
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
(EDX).

4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 PtNi binary nanoalloys
Preliminary analysis for the size, structural and compositional characteristics of the PtNi NA
samples synthesized via LASiS-GRR are observed from TEM and XRD measurements in Figure
4.2. The TEM image in Figure 4.2a reveals the largely spherical structures of the PtNi NAs with
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mean sizes of ~10 nm. Preliminary EDX results also confirm qualitatively that the NPs comprise
Pt, and Ni as the main atomic constituents. The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image
and the EDX mappings (Figure 4.2b-d) indicate that both Pt and Ni are uniformly distributed in
the bright spherical NPs, which confirm the formation of PtNi alloy. Moreover, absence of O in
Figure 4.2e indicates formation of NAs as compared to the metal/metal oxide NCs. The Cu peak
in EDX spectrum (Figure 4.2f) for the identified spot corresponds to TEM carbon film with copper
grids. The EDX spectrum also confirms that all other residual elements from the salts and other
chemicals (such as K2PtCl4 and KCl) are washed way during the centrifugation process.

*

Figure 4.2: (a) Respective TEM image for PtNi NA/ inset indicating electron diffraction pattern.
(b) HAADF image and (c-e) EDX elemental mapping for Pt, O, and Ni respectively. (f) EDX
spectrum at spot (*) in (b).
Upon qualitative confirmation of the uniform distribution of Pt and Ni from our preliminary
characterizations on the NA samples, the sample is drop cast on Si wafers for quantitative LIBS
measurements. The atomic emission lines of Pt I (306.47 nm) and Ni I (349.29 nm) used for the
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population density calculations from quantitative spectral analysis are shown in Table 4.1. The
specific choice of the lines are based on their robust transition probabilities and line strengths, w
hile bearing in mind that their lower energy states are identified as close as possible to the ground
states (i.e., Ei~0 eV) (see Table 4.1).
Table 4-1. Atomic spectral database [142] for Pt I and Ni I mission lines used for the population
density calculations during quantitative analysis of PtNi NAs.
Species

Wavelength,

Transition

λki (nm)

probability,
Aki (106 1/s)

Upper energy level

Lower energy level

Ek (eV)

Ei (eV)

gk

gi

Ni I

349.29

98

3.66

0.11

3

5

Pt I*

306.47

67

3.914

0

5

7

O I**

777.19

36.9

10.741

9.146

7

5

* From reference [145]
**Used for the internal calibration standard

Although the aforesaid Pt I and Ni I lines are listed in NIST Spectral Database [146], their detailed
properties are referenced from another source [149] due to the lack of detailed information on the
Pt lines from the NIST database. The temporal evolution of SNRs for the Pt I (306.47 nm), and Ni
I (349.29 nm) transition lines are collected at a fixed gate width of 5 μs, as shown in Figure 4.3a
and b respectively. Since the Ni I (349.29 nm) emission line did not show a clear, distinct peak, a
curve fit was used to obtain the optimal gate delay. From these plots, the optimal gate delays are
estimated to be 3.5 μs and 5.2 μs for the respective Pt I and Ni I lines. The spectral emission lines
for Pt I (306.47 nm), and Ni I (349.29 nm) are illustrated in Figure 4.4a & b at the respective gate
delays of 3.5 and 5.2 μs respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Temporal evolution of signal-to-noise ratio for (a) Pt I (306.47 nm) and (b) Ni I
(349.29 nm). The optimal delays were determined as 3.5 and 5.2 μs for Pt I (306.47 nm) and Ni
I (349.29 nm)
It needs to be pointed out here that the spectral window in Figure 4.4a also indicate the presence
of other Pt I transition lines at 292.98 nm and 299.8 nm but the 306.47 nm transition line, being
the strongest and devoid of any interference from other plasma emission lines, was chosen for all
our spectral analysis here. The corresponding plasma excitation temperatures (Texc) needed for Pt
and Ni atomic number density calculations from spectral analyses (eqn. (4.1) described earlier in
methodology section) are estimated from the respective linear Boltzmann plots at 3.5 and 5.2 μs
gate delays, shown as insets in Figure 4.4 a & b respectively. Here a series of Pt I lines with known
robust spectral properties, as listed in Table 4.2, are chosen for the construction of the aforesaid
linear Boltzmann plots.
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Figure 4.4: Spectral emission signature for (a) Pt I (306.47 nm) and (b) Ni I (349.29 nm) at 3.5
and 5.2 μs respectively. Insets indicate linear Boltzmann plots for calculating Texc at 3.5 and
5.2 μs based on Pt I lines listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4-2. Atomic spectral database [145] for different Pt atomic emission lines used for the
plasma temperature calculations at 3.5µs, and 5.2µs for spectral analysis of Pt Ni NAs.
Species

Wavelength,
λki (nm)

Transition
probability,

Upper energy level

Lower energy level

Ek (eV)

Ei (eV)

Aki (106 1/s)

gk

gi

Pt I

262.803

59

4.65790896

0.09310704

5

5

Pt I

265.945

99

4.51086828

0

9

7

Pt I

283.02

24

4.23859836

0

7

7

Pt I

289.38

7.7

4.23859836

0.09310704

7

5

Pt I

292.97

22.3

4.0946598

0

7

7

Pt I

299.79

33.2

4.0946598

0.09310704

7

5

Pt I

304.26

7.7

4.04164824

0.09884136

11

9

Pt I

306.47

67

3.91440216

0

5

7

Based on the slopes of the Boltzmann plots (indicated in the insets in Figure 4.4a & b), the plasma
excitation temperatures are estimated to be 5747 ± 1889 K, and 5556 ± 2019 K at 3.5 and 5.2 μs
gate delays respectively. Since our experiments are carried out in ambient conditions, the
population densities of the aforesaid analyte species are normalized with those of oxygen atoms
estimated from the atomic emission line of O I (777.19 nm). Here, we have considered the
background bulk oxygen species as the internal calibration standard as discussed in details in the
LIBS methodology section earlier. Thus, using eqn. (4.2), the quantitative estimation for [Pt]/[Ni]
is obtained from the following normalizations of Pt and Ni atomic number densities at the
respective gate delay times as indicated below:
Pt I (306.47nm)
N iO I (777.19nm)]@GD=3.5 μs
[Pt] [ N i
R=
=
[Ni] [ N iNi I (349.29) N iO I (777.19nm)]@GD=5.2 μs
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Based on the aforesaid expression, the stoichiometric value is estimated to be [Pt]/[Ni]~ 4.56 ±
0.8. The error is calculated based on the error propagation analysis due to uncertainty in SNR, and
plasma excitation temperatures (Texc).

4.4.2 PdCo binary nanoalloys
We also extended the aforesaid LIBS technique for investigating palladium cobalt (PdCo)
nanoalloys synthesized via the LASiS-GRR process. The TEM and EDX measurements once again
indicate the samples to comprise spherical NPs with mean sizes ~5–10 nm (TEM image in Figure
4.5a), while the HAADF image in Figure 4.5b along with EDX mappings for Pd, Co, O indicate
that the NPs are mainly composed of Pd (Figure 4.5c) with a very low atomic density of Co.
Moreover, unlike the PtCo NCs reported earlier, an extremely low O distribution here confirms
the formation of NAs in this case (Figure 4.5e).

*

Figure 4.5: (a) TEM image for PdCo NAs, (b) HAADF image and (c-e) EDX elemental
mapping for Pd, O, Co and (f) ) EDX spectrum at spot (*) in (b).
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The almost negligible O peak in EDX spectra also corroborates the same, while the relatively low
Co peak (Figure 4.5f), as compared to the Pd peak, qualitatively indicate the low Co to Pd ratios
in the PdCo NAs. For the detailed quantitative LIBS analysis, we chose the same Co atomic
transition line of Co I (345.35 nm) (X) as also used in our earlier case study of PtCo NAs. On the
other hand, the Pd I (360.95 nm) (X) line chosen for the population density analysis is based on
the transition probability and line strength as listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4-3. Atomic spectral database [142] for Pd I and Co I emission lines used for the population
density calculations during quantitative analysis of PdCo NAs.
Species

Wavelength,

Transition

Upper energy level

Lower energy level

λki (nm)

probability

Ek (eV)

Ei (eV)

gk

gi

Aki (106 1/s)
Pd I

360.95

82

4.395

0.961

7

5

Co I

345.35

110

4.026

0.432

12

10

In this case, the optimal gate delay values for Pd I (360.95 nm), and Co I (345.35 nm) transition
lines, determined from temporal evolution of their respective SNRs, are estimated to be 3 μs, and
7 μs for a fixed gate delay of 5 μs (as indicated Figure 4.6a & b).

Figure 4.6: Temporal evolution of signal-to-noise ratio for (a) Co I (345.35 nm) and (b) Pd I
(360.95 nm). The optimal delays were determined as 3 and 7 μs for Co I (345.35 nm) and Pd I
(360.95 nm) respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Spectral emission signature for (a) Pd I (360.95 nm) and (b) Co I (345.35 nm) at 3 and
7 μs respectively. Insets indicate linear Boltzmann plots for calculating Texc at 3 and 7 μs based on
Pd I lines listed in Table 4.4.
As seen from Figure 4.7a & b, Pd I and Co I lines in this case provide the advantage of being
situated in the same spectral window. But, as expected here, the LIBS emission lines for Pd I
(360.95 nm) at both 3 and 7 μs gate delay times indicate a much stronger spectral signature as
compared to those for Co (see Figure 4.7a & b). This clearly indicates the elemental concentration
of Pd to be significantly higher than that for Co in the as-synthesized PdCo NAs. It is worth
mentioning that although the Co I (345.35 nm) absolute emission intensity at 3 μs is slightly higher
than the corresponding value at 7 μs, the SNR is significantly lower due to the higher background
noise at earlier delay times. In the choice of emission lines of the analyte species themselves for
the normalization process in this case, we had to judiciously use different Pd I lines only due to
the weak signatures of the Co I lines. It should also be noted here that the rapid disappearance of
oxygen emission lines, O I (777.19 nm) at later delay times made it not possible for us to use
atomic densities as estimated from O I (777.19 nm) line at 7 μs gate delay time for the
normalization process. Thus, Table 4.4 lists all the Pd I atomic transition lines used for the
normalization technique here. The identification of a series of strong Pd I emission lines, as listed
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in Table 4.4, also enabled us to use the same lines The corresponding plasma temperatures are
reported to 4184 ± 554 K, and 3076 ± 285 K respectively.
Table 4-4. Atomic spectral database [142] for Pd atomic emission lines used for plasma
temperature calculations and internal calibrations at 3μs, 7μs for spectral analysis of PdCo NAs
Speci Wavelengthλki
es (nm)

Transition
probability Aki

Upper energy level Ek Lower energy level Ei
(eV)

(eV)

gk

gi

(106 1/s)
Pd I

247.64

11.8

5.0050928

0

3

1

Pd I

276.31

16.9

4.4858322

0

3

1

Pd I

324.26

77

4.6362356

0.8138506

7

7

Pd I

346.07

30

4.3954187

0.8138506

7

7

Pd I

351.69

103

4.4858322

0.9615006

3

5

Pd I

360.95

820

4.3954187

0.9615006

7

5

Finally, similar to the methodology explained earlier, the estimated quantitative stoichiometric
ratio of [Co]/[Pd] is obtained as:
Co I (345.35nm)
N iPd I ]@GD=3 μs
[Co] [ N i
R=
=
[Pd] [ N iPd I (360.95) N iPd I ]@GD=7 μs

The estimated stoichiometric ratio for PdCo nanoalloys is 0.06 ±0.005. The low amount of cobalt
in the nanoalloy is in agreement with the EDX results, which had also qualitatively indicated a low
distribution of cobalt in the nanoalloy. Furthermore, the results in this case demonstrate the
resolution of our quantitative LIBS methodology in estimating trace level elemental ratios in
alloyed nanoparticles.
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4.4.3 PtCuCo ternary nanoalloys
Figure 4.8 shows the representative TEM and XRD results for the PtCuCo ternary NAs synthesized
using our LASiS-GRR technique. Figure 4.8a indicates that the synthesized ternary NAs are
spherical with mean diameter ~20nm. The uniform distribution of Pt, Cu, and Co is confirmed
through high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image and EDX mappings (Figure 4.8b-e).
Figures. 4.8f and 4.8g show the EDX spectra at the identified spots (indicated by * in Figures 4.8d
and 4.8e) respectively. The Ni and C peaks in the EDX spectra are resulted from the carbon film
with Ni grid. Moreover, comparing the peaks, it can be observed that the amount of Pt is greater
than Cu and Co in the synthesized ternary NAs. To quantitatively characterize the elemental ratios
in the NA samples, the samples are deposited on silicon wafer for LIBS measurements. Table 4.5
shows the atomic emission lines used for the population density calculations. The lines are chosen
based on their high transition probability, line strength, and lower energy states.

(g)

(f)

(a)
(b)

(c)

*

(d)

(e)
*

Figure 4.8: (a) TEM image for PtCuCo NAs, (b) HAADF image and (c-e) EDX elemental mapping
for Pt, Cu, Co respectively and (f-g) ) EDX spectra at spot (*) in (d) and (e).
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Table 4-5. Atomic spectral database [142] for different Pt, Cu, and Co atomic emission lines
employed for population density calculations.
Species Wavelength,
λki (nm)
Pt I(a)
265.945
(a)
Pt I
283.02
Pt I(a)
292.97
(a)
Pt I
306.47
Cu I
324.754
Cu I
327.395
Co I
340.512
Co I
345.35
Co I
350.228
(a)
From reference [145]

Transition Upper energy level, Ek Lower energy level, Ei gk
probability,
(eV)
(eV)
6
Aki (10 1/s)
99
4.51086828
0
9
24
4.23859836
0
7
22.3
4.0946598
0
7
67
3.91440216
0
5
140
3.816692
0
4
138
3.7858976
0
2
100
4.071888
0.431815
10
110
4.020881
0.431815
12
80
3.970904
0.431815
8

gi

7
7
7
7
2
2
10
10
10

To obtain the optimum SNR (Iem) for improving the accuracy of quantitative estimations, the
temporal evolution of SNR for different emission lines obtained from LIBS are plotted in Figure
4.9 as a function of gate delay for a fixed gate width 5 μs. The optimum gate delay for Pt I
(306.47nm), Cu I (324.75nm), and Co I (345.35nm) atomic transition lines are determined to be
all ~4 μs. The respective spectra of the samples at 4 μs are illustrated in Figure 4.10 to indicate the
different atomic transition lines of the analyte species of interest. Figure 4.10 a & b also indicate a
wide range of other detected Pt I transition lines that are used for constructing Boltzmann plots
and plasma excitation temperature calculations. These lines and their properties are listed in the
supplementary information. Three different samples with various stoichiometric ratios were
prepared using LASiS-GRR technique to generate a wide range of elemental ratios. The plasma
excitation temperatures are estimated from the linear fits to the Boltzmann plots obtained from Pt
I lines listed in supplementary information (Figure 4.11). From the slopes of the fits (R2 ~0.93 0.96), the plasma excitation temperatures are estimated to be 6566.99 ± 776.98 K (PtCuCo-1),
5585.71 ± 772.71 K (PtCuCo-2), and 5108.70 ± 798.27 K (PtCuCo-3) at 4 μs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9: Temporal evolution of signal-to-noise ratio for (a) Pt I (306.47 nm), (b) Cu I (324.75
nm) and (c) Co I (345.35 nm). The optimal delays for all analytes were determined as 4μs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: LIBS spectra emission signatures from NA indicating various Pt I, Cu I and Co I
transition lines collected at 4 μs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11: Linear Boltzmann plots and linear fits for plasma excitation temperature
calculations of three different PtCuCo ternary alloys.
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Upon estimating the plasma excitation temperature, the calculation of population densities of
various species of interest becomes possible following the internal calibration procedure.

4.4.4 PtCo nanocomposites
As before, the structure, and composition of the samples are verified first from TEM and EDX
measurements in Figure 4.12, with the TEM image (Figure 4.12a) distinctly indicating the
spherical NPs dispersed in a matrix of “sponge-shaped” nanostructures. The mean sizes of the NPs
are estimated to be ~5–10 nm. Furthermore, the elemental distribution of the sample, as
characterized from HAADF image (Figure 4.12b) along with the EDX mappings (Figure 4.12be), indicate the presence of Co, Pt, and O respectively for the dark field images from Figure 4.12b.
It confirms existence of both Pt and Co in the spherical structures.

Figure 4.12: (a) Respective TEM image for PtCo NC/ inset indicating electron diffraction pattern.
(b) HAADF image and (c-e) EDX elemental mapping for Pt, O, and Co respectively. (f) EDX
spectra at spots (*) and (#) in (b).
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Hence confirms the formation of PtCo NAs in the bright NPs in HAADF image (Figure 4.12b).
Concurrently, Co is detected within the nonspherical structures (Figure 4.12d), while O is almost
uniformly distributed in the entire grid of the EDX mapping (Figure 4.12e). The same is also
corroborated by the respective EDX spectra in Figure 4.12f corresponding to the sample areas
indicated as (*) and (#) in Figure 4.12b. Therefore, it can be qualitatively concluded that the
samples are largely composed of NCs of PtCo NAs in CoOx matrices. Further investigations on
the quantitative elemental analyses of the PtCo NC samples are carried out from LIBS
characterizations. The Pt I (306.47 nm) line used here for all spectral calculations is the same one
as used before for the PtNi case study. The cobalt atomic transition line Co I (345.35 nm) is chosen
based on the transition probability and line strength as reported in details in Table 4.6. In this case,
the temporal evolution plots for SNRs in Figure 4.13 indicate that for both Pt I (306.47 nm) and
Co I (345.35 nm) lines, the optimal gate delays appear at 4 μs for the fixed gate width of ~5 μs.
Table 4-6. Atomic spectral database [142] for Pt I and Co I emission lines.
Species

Wavelength,

Transition

Upper energy level,

Lower energy

λki (nm)

probability,

Ek (eV)

level Ei (eV)

gk

gi

Aki (106 1/s)
Co I

345.35

110

4.026

0.432

12

10

Pt I*

306.47

67

3.914

0

5

7

Figure 4.13: Temporal evolution of SNR for (a) Pt I (306.47 nm) and (b) Co I (345.35 nm). The
optimal delays were determined as 4 μs for Pt I (306.47 nm) and Co I (345.35 nm).
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To establish the accuracy and robustness of the quantitative LIBS technique, three different
samples with varying stoichiometric compositions of PtCo NCs (PtCo1, PtCo2, and PtCo3 as
prepared using the LASiS-GRR technique, and described earlier in the experimental details
section) are analyzed here. Figure 4.14 illustrates the characteristic emission spectra of Pt I (306.47
nm), and Co I (345.35 nm) at 4 μs gate delay at different emission windows, which reveals other
emission lines of both Pt and Co at the corresponding windows. Both Pt I (306.47 nm) and Co I
(345.35 nm) indicate the highest intensity values, as it was expected due to their greater transition
probabilities, and emission strengths. The plasma temperatures at 4 μs gate delay times are
estimated based on a linear fit to the Boltzmann plot generated from the same series of Pt I emission
lines as reported earlier in Table 4.2. Figure 4.15a-c indicates the corresponding Boltzmann plots
along with the respective linear fits for the three different samples (PtCo1, PtCo2, PtCo3
respectively) under study here. The plasma temperatures (Texc, K) are estimated from the slopes
of the linear fits in Figures 4.15a-c.

Figure 4.14: Spectral emission signature of (a) Pt I (306.47 nm) and (b) Co I (345.35 nm) lines at
4 μs gate delay.
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Figure 4.15: Boltzmann plots and linear fits for calculating plasma excitation temperatures for
(a-c) three different PtCo NCs.
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Table 4-7. Atomic spectral database [142] for different Pt atomic emission lines used for the
plasma temperature calculations at 4µs and internal calibration standard, and different Co emission
lines used for the internal calibration standard at 4µs.
Species Wavelength
λki (nm)

Transition

Upper energy level

Lower energy level

probability

Ek (eV)

Ei (eV)

gk

gi

Aki (106 1/s)
Pt I*

262.803

59

4.65790896

0.09310704

5

5

Pt I*

265.945

99

4.51086828

0

9

7

Pt I*

283.02

24

4.23859836

0

7

7

Pt I*

289.38

7.7

4.23859836

0.09310704

7

5

Pt I*

292.97

22.3

4.0946598

0

7

7

Pt I*

299.79

33.2

4.0946598

0.09310704

7

5

Pt I*

304.26

7.7

4.04164824

0.09884136

11

9

Pt I*

306.47

67

3.91440216

0

5

7

Pt I*

330.185

25.3

4.4213652

0.78809532

3

5

Co I

340.512

100

4.071888

0.431815

10

10

Co I

344.36

69

4.112972

0.513624

8

8

Co I

345.35

110

4.020881

0.431815

12

10

Co I

350.228

80

3.970904

0.431815

8

10

* From reference [145]

This temperatures are found to be 3682 ± 357 K (PtCo1), 4645 ± 685 K (PtCo2), and 5061 ± 559
K (PtCo3) at 4 μs gate delay times. It should be noted here that since the optimum gate delays for
both Pt I (306.47 nm), and Co I (345.35 nm) occur at 4 μs, we could not use the same atomic
density of bulk oxygen for normalizing the population densities of both Pt and Co as they would
simply cancel each other out. Therefore, we had to resort to a similar technique employed earlier
by Mukherjee et al. [126] in employing a series of different transition lines of the analyte species
itself as the internal calibrator for the normalization process. Table 4.7 lists all the Pt and Co lines
used for the aforesaid normalization. In line with our earlier calculations, the estimated quantitative
stoichiometric ratio of [Pt]/[Co] is obtained as:
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Pt I (306.47nm)
N iPt I ]@GD=4 μs
[Pt] [ N i
R=
=
[Co] [ N iCo I (345.35nm) N iCo I ]@GD=4 μs

In this case, the estimated [Pt]/[Co]ratios for the samples are found to be: 1.13 ± 0.14 (PtCo1),
1.29 ± 0.19 (PtCo2), and 1.19 ± 0.14 (PtCo3). The uncertainties in SNRs, and plasma temperatures
(Texc) are considered for the error propagations here.

4.4.5 Comparison: LIBS vs ICP-OES
In this section, we verify our current LIBS results for the quantitative elemental ratios of the
NA/NC samples studied here by comparing against the corresponding results obtained from
standard ICP-OES measurements. Figure 4.16 plots the LIBS results for few estimated elemental
stoichiometric ratios against those obtained from ICP measurements. Here, the red dashed line
represents the ideal one-to-one correlation between the LIBS and ICP-OES results. As can be
observed from Figure 4.16, the LIBS results are in good agreement with the values predicted from
ICP-OES results. It needs to be highlighted here that we purposely chose to work with intermetallic
nanomaterials that were synthesized with widely varying elemental ratios (~0.04-6.00) in order to
test the robustness and accuracy of the quantitative LIBS analysis for characterizing NPs with a
wide range of intermetallic compositions. The error bars in the LIBS have been calculated based
on the error propagations due to uncertainties in plasma temperatures (Texc), and shot-to-shot
variations in the laser-induced plasma. It is worth mentioning that the samples with larger standard
experimental errors indicated larger uncertainties.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between quantitative LIBS and ICP-OES for number of elements studied
in this chapter.
In regards, to the slight variations in the LIBS results from the ICP-OES measurements as observed
in Figure 4.16 in some of the cases, one needs to bear in mind that the accuracy of quantitative
LIBS analysis has an exponential dependence on the calculated plasma temperatures. Furthermore,
self-absorptions can also affect the collected emission intensities and consequently the calculated
temperatures. To this end, typically purging neutral gases such as argon and specially helium can
thin the plasma considerably thereby reducing the self-absorption effects. However, our focus in
the current study being on establishing the robustness and relative accuracy of LIBS for rapid and
facile quantitative characterizations of intermetallic NPs, all our experiments were carried out
under ambient conditions. Thus, considering the minimal sample preparation steps along with the
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simplicity and rapidity of quantitative spectral analysis offered by LIBS, the deviations of our
current results are satisfactory.

4.5 Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrate the application of LIBS for quantitative chemical characterizations
of intermetallic nanoalloys (NAs), and nanocomposites (NCs) with sizes < 10–15 nm synthesized
as electrocatalysts via our in-house developed laser ablation technique (LASiS-GRR). We employ
an internal calibration methodology that involves effective normalizations of the analyte species
densities by bulk species densities, both estimated from atomic emission lines at identical laserinduced plasma conditions, to carry out quantitative spectral analysis without the need for any
external standards. The results from LIBS are in good agreement with those measured from ICPOES. The minimal sample preparations and rapid measurement capabilities of LIBS, as compared
to the time consuming steps and extensive acid digestion procedures involved with ICP-OES
measurements, make it an ideal candidate for quantitative spectrochemical analysis of
heterogeneous nanomaterials. Specifically, our results establish the promising potential of LIBS
as the future analytical technique of choice for facile and rapid screening of intermetallic
nanocatalysts designed with tailored structures and compositions.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Works
5.1 Research Conclusions
The continuous efforts in the field of science and engineering to improve human life quality have
culminated in the next-generation innovations in material science. To this end, the research
embodied in the present thesis unfolded comprehensive experimental and computational studies
to investigate the synthesis and characterization of composite and metal/intermetallic
nanomaterials engineered with catalytic and energetic surface functionalities. Such novel classes
of nanomaterials can find immediate applications in devices and systems designed for
electrochemical energy conversions and solid-state pyro-techniques in combustion additives. As
part of the overarching research mission of the Nano-BioMaterials Laboratory for Energy,
Energetics and Environment (nbml-E3) at UT, this thesis specifically focused on the design,
development and deployment of high-energy laser-based synthesis and spectrochemical
techniques - for advanced investigation into the processing-structure-property relations of various
composite nanomaterials that exhibit unique interfacial properties. Due to the numerous
advantages of facile yet robust high-energy synthesis and characterization routes, as extensively
discussed in the current thesis, the compilation of the original research contributions here have
been dedicated to these techniques in regards to theoretical studies on the nucleation of metal
nanoparticles via high-energy synthesis routes, implementation of laser ablation synthesis for
generating novel composite energetic nanomaterials, and finally, spectrochemical characterization
of composite and intermetallic nanomaterials via Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS).
In regards to the aforementioned research directions of this thesis, Chapter 2 was devoted to the
development of a sophisticated KMC-based stochastic modeling to simulate the inception stage of
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metal nanoparticle formation. This study provided valuable mechanistic insights into the
fundamental physics of nanoparticle nucleation process during high-energy syntheses. The
implications of such computational studies are far reaching when the experimental complexity of
capturing the extremely short spatio-temporal scales of these rare events are taken into
consideration. Specifically, we focused on the homogeneous nucleation of metallic nanoparticles
computationally. The nature of the process demands for stochastic models that can capture the
random events involved in nucleation. To this for the first time, we developed a kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) enabled to describe the homogeneous nucleation without any priory assumptions.
The evolution of clusters in time during the nucleation was analyzed. The size and nucleation rates
of the primary particles were obtained through direct observations and the nucleation rates were
compared to classical nucleation theory (CNT) indicating deviation from CNT prediction. The
deviation from CNT agreed with previous similar molecular dynamics studies and the conditions
for reaching the CNT predication were determined.
In Chapter 3, we employed laser ablation synthesis in solution (LASiS) for the production of shellcore metallic nanocomposites with engineered functionalities for energetic applications.
Specifically, Al nanoparticles with carbon shell coatings were synthesized that showed that the
size of these materials can be controlled systematically through LASiS method. The rationale
behind these next generation nano-energetic designs rests on the fundamental hypothesis that the
carbon coating on the reactive Al surface prevents the interfacial oxidation of the Al nanoparticles
that is known to stymie their burn rates due to diffusion-limited species transport through the oxide
ash layers. To this end, our collaborators from the US Army Research Laboratory (ARL) at
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD had employed Laser-induced air shock from energetic materials
(LASEM) to determine the energetic activities of the as-synthesized metallic nanocomposites. The
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results indicated that a rational tuning of their activities could be achieved by controlling the LASiS
synthesis parameters.
Finally, a laser-based spectrochemical characterization of composite and intermetallic
nanoparticles via laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) was developed and deployed in
Chapter 4. Various catalytic materials such as intermetallic binary, ternary nanoalloys and
nanocomposites were prepared through the LASiS method. The properties that determine catalytic
activities such as size and morphology of the synthesized materials were analyzed using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). While the morphological characterizations were
facilitated through TEM, chemical compositions were obtained using cumbersome techniques
such as inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). LIBS was
employed for obtaining chemical compositions of these catalytic materials. A calibration-free
approach was used to acquire the chemical compositions of various materials. The results were
compared to ICP-OES measurements and good agreements were observed between both methods.
It has been shown while the LIBS results are in a good agreement with ICP-OES, it does not need
extensive steps involved in ICP-OES such as standard sample preparation for calibration, and
sample digestion.

5.2 Future Works
For the future works, the KMC-based computational investigation of the homogenous nucleation
of nanoparticles presented in Chapter 2 can be extended beyond the Classical Nucleation Theory
(CNT) assumptions by incorporating the effects of size-dependent properties on the nucleation
process. Till date, most CNT-based studies of homogeneous nucleation have largely relied on
capillarity approximations (i.e., the assumption of constant surface tension properties for the bulk
material) which end up being one of the most significant drawbacks in the investigation of
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nucleation processes and their comparisons to any experimental results. But, based on the robust
and self-reliant KMC model presented in this thesis, one can easily envision the development of a
unified KMC model that for the first time can easily address the implementation of size-dependent
nanoparticle properties without a priori assumptions. Furthermore, the brute force non-isothermal
assumptions typically enforced in nucleation modeling can be negated in future by incorporating
heat release effects during the condensation/evaporation processes through simple yet elegant
energy balance in the current KMC model. Finally, the nucleation rates can be directly obtained
and compared to experimental values after addressing those assumptions. Such an allencompassing unified KMC model will provide the necessary channels for rational verification of
experimentally observed vapor-phase homogenous nucleation events in near future. For the
experimental parts of the thesis involved with the synthesis of shell-core nanoparticles as next
generation energetic materials in Chapter 3, it would be useful to carry out comprehensive
investigations for tuning the synthesis parameters such as annealing, laser re-ablation, laser
wavelengths, secondary chemical reactions in solution-phase, etc. to control the sizes and
morphologies of these core/shell structures to improve their pyrophoric behaviors. Moreover,
synthesis and/or, post-processing of the carbon-coated Al nanoparticles under extreme pressuretemperature conditions or high-energy ion/electron bombardment might enable metastable phase
transitions in both the Al and the carbon matrix to induce unique crystalline and/or, fullerene-like
interlayered structures of the graphite. Such structures are known to withstand extremely large
internal stresses and pressures, which in turn can tune the melting point and other thermophysical
properties of the nanoparticles to tailor their interfacial energetic properties. Finally, in Chapter 4
in-situ LIBS can be directly combined with the LASiS process by collecting plasma emission
signatures during the laser ablation synthesis of composite and intermetallic nanomaterials. Such
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in-situ spectrochemical measurements collected from real-time LASiS-based synthesis will
improve our fundamental understanding regarding the complex plasma physics that drives the
bubble dynamics, evolution of the chemical compositions and the inception of nanoparticles via
nucleation inside the cavitation bubble and the plasma-liquid interface.
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Appendix A Extended investigations
using LIBS: Semiconductor and thin film
applications
This chapter is based on the following publications:


Davari, S. A.; Hu, S.; Pamu, R.; Mukherjee, D. “Calibration-free quantitative analysis of thin-film
oxide layers in semiconductors using Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)”, Journal of
Analytical Atomic Spectrometry, 2017,32, 1378-1387.



Davari, S.A., Standley, R.W., Taylor, P., Mukherjee, D.,’’Detection of interstitial oxygen contents in
CZ grown silicon crystals using matrix-assisted calibration in laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) ’’, Analytical Chemistry, Under review



Davari, S. A.; Mukherjee, D. “Analyzing depth profile in heterojunction systems using Laser
InducedBreakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)”, MRS Communications, [Invited Paper], in prep

A.1 Introduction
The global energy demands in recent decades have led to significant manufacturing of
semiconducting materials for solar cell applications. The efficiency and performance of solar cells
strongly depend on the quality and characteristic properties of cost-effective semiconducting
materials. The estimated global market share of US in the semiconductor sales is approximated
at~ 50% with the most well-known materials of interest being Silicon (Si), and heterojunction
materials such as Gallium arsenide (GaAs) and copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) [150].
Specifically, for multi-junction solar cells, the primary parameter that affects the efficiency of thin
film semiconductors such as CIGS [CuIn1-xGaxSe2] is the chemical composition of the absorber
layer that determines the charge density and transport properties [151-153]. Variations in
stoichiometric ratios of the main constituents change both the structural and electronic properties
of these materials [151-153]. Typically, in the photovoltaic grade, Si impurities such as boron and
oxygen change the electrical and mechanical properties significantly [154, 155]. While oxygen
contents determine the defects that decrease the hardness of the Si wafers, it is essential for internal
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gettering [156, 157]. On the other hand, the efficiency of metal-oxide-semiconductors field-effect
transistors (MOSFET) is largely driven by the property and reliability of the SiO2 layer [158-160]
wherein the main gate current leakage gets affected by the SiO2 thickness [161].
To this end, various techniques such as secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [162], x-ray
fluorescence (XRF) [163], inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
[164] have been used for the elemental analysis of thin-film semiconductor materials. Both SIMS
and ICP-OES require extensive sample preparations and standards with ICP-OES specifically
requiring the use of strong and harmful acids such as hydrofluoric acid. Such requirements render
them as destructive methods [165] that cannot be employed for in-situ characterizations during
most industrial manufacturing processes. But these methods are largely relied upon for postprocessing off-line quality control in the industrial semiconductor sectors due to their ability to
provide accurate measurements. On the other hand, only XRF can be operated in atmospheric
conditions with minimal sample preparations [166]. However, XRF is not accurate for light
elements measurements [167]. To this end, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry is
commonly adopted as the industrial standard technique for oxygen concentration measurements in
single crystalline Si wafers [168, 169]. However, it suffers from interference from free carrier
absorption present in heavily doped substrates [170]. To overcome such issues, the semiconductor
industry currently resorts to gas fusion analysis (GFA) to measure oxygen concentrations in
heavily doped epitaxial substrate. But, GFA is a high destructive technique that has increasingly
proven to be energy expensive and time consuming for the semiconductor manufacturing sector.
In turn, such techniques fail to get implemented as rapid and on-line quantitative analyses tool for
quality control purposes. Specifically, for MOS devices, the challenge rests on the accurate
monitoring and tailoring of thin oxide layers on silicon or other semiconducting materials to tune
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the inversion layer charge accumulation, mobility and transport [171, 172]. Typical commercialgrade MOSFETS have been classically fabricated and extensively analyzed for gate oxide layers
ranging between ~3 nm and 20-50 nm thicknesses approximately [171]. To this end, the effect of
gate oxide layer thicknesses on the charge mobility and capacitance in Si/SiO 2 systems become a
critical parameter in the design of MOSFETS and have been investigated in great details over the
years [173]. In light of the aforementioned challenges in the physical and chemical
characterizations of thin films for semiconductor manufacturing sectors, there exits an acute need
for a robust and efficient analytical technique that can accurately monitor and measure gate oxide
film characteristics during the manufacturing and processing of metal/metal oxide semiconductor
materials in order to tailor their wafer electronic properties for specific device fabrication
requirements.
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a relatively non-destructive spectrochemical
characterization technique that can address the aforementioned issues in a facile, rapid and yet
effective manner. Being a non-contact technique that is not limited by the type or physical state of
the analyte materials, LIBS provides advantages that are specifically attractive for large-scale
manufacturing sectors. Furthermore, it is cost-effective and capable of carrying out rapid multi
elemental analysis in one shot without compromising on the precision that makes it well-suited for
in-situ implementation in industrial environments. In the past, LIBS has been employed for
chemical

analysis

in

highly diverse

applications

ranging from

combustion

[174],

environmental/bio-hazard analysis [175], and intermetallic nanocatalysts [121-123] to, explosives
detection/energetic studies [176], pharmaceutical [131], and biological/biomedical studies [132].
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in employing LIBS for material characterizations
in the semiconductor industry – specifically, in regards to its choice as the future on-line
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quantitative analysis tool. To this end, Owens et al. [177] showed that LIBS can effectively
measure heavy metal dopants in thin films. Lee et al. [178] had carried out semi-quantitative LIBS
analysis to obtain the elemental ratios of constituents in thin-film CIGS absorption layer. Added
to this, Darwiche et al. [165] had extended the technique to quantify the extent of boron dopants
in solar grade Si wafers using standard calibration curves. More recent efforts by Axente et al.
[179] and Popescu et al. [180] have demonstrated the application of LIBS for the characterization
of indium zinc oxide thin films, while Banerjee et al. [181] had employed the technique for multilayered profiling of organic photovoltaic coatings. Specifically, the work by Axente et al. [179]
had compared recorded spectra with spectra computed based on local thermodynamics equilibrium
to obtain atomic fraction of indium quantitatively. On the other hand, the work by Banerjee et al.
had qualitatively shown that LIBS can be employed as a feedback control system during real-time
laser scribing processes. It needs to be mentioned here that the calibration-free LIBS techniques
proposed by Popescu et al. [180] and Axente et al. [179] resorted to computational models in
deducing the quantitative elemental fractions, as compared to a methodology based on raw spectral
data collected from analyte samples as developed by our previous works and implemented in the
current study. Additionally, while the average thin films used in these studies were about 350 nm
(Popescu et al. [180]) and 500 nm (Axente et al. [179]) thick, they did not attempt to report the
lowest film thickness analytically detectable by LIBS.
In our efforts to investigate the feasibility of LIBS as the future analytical tool for rapid quantitative
characterization of industrial grade thin film MOS, this study presents a calibration-free LIBS
technique for quantifying thin-film oxide layers grown atop industrial-grade Si wafers.
Commercial Si wafers, obtained were treated at different temperatures in order to synthesize and
control the oxide layer thicknesses systematically. The ratio of ablated oxygen (O) to Si is
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measured based on the O and Si atomic emission signals by using the LIBS internal calibration
technique developed in our earlier works [121, 130]. The oxide layer thicknesses along with the
crater sizes and profiles are measured using ellipsometry, scanning electron microscope (SEM),
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and optical profilometer. Based on the profilometric
measurements, the ratios of O to Si in the oxide layers and their film thicknesses on the Si wafers
are estimated, and compared to the LIBS results.

Figure A.1: Schematic of LIBS set-up used in this study.

A.2 Experimental set-up
A.2.1 LIBS set-up
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure A.1. The laser-induced plasma is generated on the
sample target surface using a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser of wavelength 1064 nm operating at 10
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Hz repetition rates, 200 mJ/pulse energy, and a pulse width of 8 ns (Make: Insight 122551-R).
The laser is focused with a 25 mm diameter fused silica lens (focal length = 35mm) at the focal
point on the target surface (Figure A.1). The spot size on the sample is set to 75 µm diameter,
which creates a plasma volume of ~1-2 mm3 approximately. Since the oxide layer is thin, only one
laser shot per spot is collected. To improve the statistical average of the signal intensity for each
analyte of interest, spectral data over approximately 100–150 spots are collected. The plasma
emission is collected with a fiber optic port carrying a pair of collimation-focusing lens and
mounted at 45 degree collection angle (Figure A.1), which yields the optimum intensity from the
plasma volume. The focused light is transmitted to a Czerny-Turner spectrometer (Make: Andor
Technology; Model: Shamrock - SR-303i-A) with 1200 grooves/mm grating (resolution of 0.1 nm
at 500 nm) and a nominal dispersion of 2.58 nm/mm. The slit width is fixed at 95µm for all
experiments carried out here in order to have the optimum spectral line intensity and resolution. A
time-gated intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) detector array (1024x1024 CCD) (Make:
Andor Technology; Model: DH334T-18U-E3) detects the spectral lines at the spectrometer exit
focal plane. The time gating is synchronized with the laser Q-switch through an in-built timing
generator in the ICCD camera set-up.

A.2.2 SiO2 films synthesis
Commercial silicon wafers, purchased from (UniversityWafer, Inc. ID#2444), were cut to
approximately 1x1 cm2 pieces. The wafers underwent dry thermal oxidation in laboratory furnaces
at various temperatures in order to create and control the oxide layer thickness on top of the wafer.
Specifically, the wafers were baked for 20 minutes at oven temperatures ranging from 9000 C10000 C with a 250 C step, and with one final sample being baked at 10500 C. The samples were
tested using LIBS in an in-house built reactor cell while both helium (6 lpm) and argon (2 lpm)
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were purged into the cell as the buffer gas. The choice of flow rates is discussed in the results and
discussion. To account for any unwanted background trace oxygen that might exist in the buffer
gas or the control Si wafer samples, the background emission for O I is subtracted from the
emissions from the baked Si wafer samples. Here, the background is considered as the emissions
from the Si wafers without any oxide layer. To accomplish that, Si wafers are dipped into 10%
hydrofluoric (HF) acid for 10 minutes.

A.2.3 Crater characterization
Prior to sample ablations for the LIBS measurements, the oxide layer thicknesses on the respective
heat-treated Si wafer samples are measured using an ellipsometer (Horiba Sci.; Model: UVISEL,).
Subsequent to the LIBS measurements, the sample crater sizes are also measured using a
profilometer (Veeco Wyko Non-contact Profilometer NT3300). Finally, we use atomic-force
microscopy (AFM; Make: NT-MDT; Model: NTEGRA Spectra) in the tapping mode with silicon
cantilever tips (Model: AppNano Model: ACTA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in
order to verify the crater sizes and profiles further.

A.3 Results and discussion
In this study, atomic transition lines were chosen from the NIST Atomic Energy Levels Data
Center [146]. For detailed quantitative LIBS analyses, the atomic emission lines of O I (777.19
nm) and Si I (288.16 nm) were selected. The specific choice of these lines was based on their
robust transition probabilities and line strengths. To this end, Table A.1 reports the detailed spectral
data for the aforementioned emission lines of choice. Figure A.2. a & b show spectral emissions
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Figure A.2: Spectral emission signature for (a) O I (777.19 nm) with and without helium in the
buffer gas, and (b) Si I (288.16 nm) lines at the respective gate delays of 3.5µs, and 5µs.
Table A-1. Atomic spectral database [142] for Si I and O I emission lines used for the population
density calculations during quantitative analysis of ablated spots.
Species

Wavelength,
λki (nm)

Transition

Upper energy level,

Lower energy level,

Ek (eV)

Ei (eV)

probability,
Aki (106 1/s)

gk

gi

Si I

288.16

218

5.082

0.781

3

5

OI

777.19

36.9

10.741

9.146

7

5
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of O I (777.19 nm) and Si I (288.16 nm) lines respectively. It is observed in Figure A.2a that in
the presence of 6 lpm helium mixed with 2 lpm argon, O I (777.19 nm) signal enhances
significantly. Such observations were also previously reported by Mukherjee et al.’s work [120]
where it was discussed that the addition of helium creates a less dense plasma that effectively
reduces the background continuum noise. However, reducing plasma density eventually
deteriorates the emission signals too. Therefore, based on the specific sample of study, an optimal
value for the ratio of helium to argon flow rates provides the ideal signal enhancements. To this
end, the O I (777.19 nm) SNR is plotted as a function of He/Ar flow rates ratio as the background
buffer gas (Figure A.3). It is clearly observed that an optimal ratio of ~ 3 for He/Ar ratio in the
background buffer gas produces the maximum O I SNR of ~18.

Figure A.3: Optimizing oxygen SNR with respect to ratio of helium to argon flow rates.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.4: Temporal evolution of signal-to-noise ratio for (a) O I (777.19 nm), and (b) Si I (288.16
nm) over gate delays. The optimal gate delays were determined to be 3.5µs and 5µs for the peak
signal-to-noise ratio for O I (777.19 nm), and (b) Si I (288.16 nm) respectively. (c) temporal
evolution of signal-to-noise ratio for (c) O I (777.19 nm), and (d) Si I (288.16 nm) over gate width.
For lower ratios, the plasma is relatively thick that subdues the signal enhancement while for
greater ratios, the plasma becomes too thin and O I (777.19 nm) emission signal is decreased.
Hence, for the rest of experiments, 2 lpm of argon and 6 lpm of helium was used as the buffer gas.
Furthermore, in order to gain the maximum accuracy for the population density calculations from
the LIBS signals, the optimal gate delays for each of the Si I and O I emission lines are determined
by plotting their respective SNRs as a function gate delays. Figure A.4.a & b shows the temporal
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evolution of O I (777.19 nm) and Si I (288.16 nm) emission lines respectively at the gate widths
of 2 µs. From these plots, the optimal gate delays are estimated as 3.5µs and 5µs for the respective
O I and Si I emission lines. Based on the linear parts of Figure A.4c and 4d the gate width 14µs is
used for both O I and Si I. Figure A.5 shows the characteristic emission spectra of O I (777.19 nm)
acquired from the control (devoid of oxide layer) and specific samples baked at different
temperatures. It can be observed from Figure A.5 that the control sample still shows some
background emission at 777.19 nm, which is associated with the ubiquitous oxygen contents in the
reactor cell that is almost impossible to eliminate in the absence of extremely high-end vacuum
systems.

Figure A.5: Spectral emission signature for O I (777.19 nm) for samples with various oxide layer
thickness.
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However, the specific heated samples show distinct enhancement of the emissions at O I (777.19
nm) as compared to the background emission which allows for background subtractions.
Moreover, the O I (777.19 nm) emissions increase systematically as the oxide layers of the specific
samples increase due to their baking at increasing temperatures. This increasing oxide layer
thickness is also confirmed by ellipsometry measurements in the next section. The plasma
excitation temperatures, Texc required for the population density calculations are estimated from
linear Boltzmann plots as explained in the experimental sections earlier. Here, the linear
Boltzmann plots are constructed at the two different time delays (3.5µs and 5µs) of the plasma
evolution using a series of Ar I lines with known spectral properties as listed in Table A.2.
Table A-2. Atomic spectral database [142] for different Ar atomic emission lines.
Sample treated [O]/[Si] [O]/[Si]
[O]/[Si]
temperature (Ablation- (LIBS) (Ablation-Cone frustum)
Cylinder)
9000 C
9250 C
9500 C
9750 C
10000 C
10500 C

0.022
0.027
0.032
0.051
0.057
0.078

0.025
0.047
0.045
0.052
0.098
0.097

0.046
0.047
0.079
0.102
0.133
0.179

Plasma excitation temp. Texc
(K)
at 3.5µs

at 5µs

17,125±3833
17,803±3706
17,372±2898
20,802±4162
21,535±4692
20,142±4620

15,166±2893
15,849±3235
16,427±3637
17,580±4550
20,311±5826
18,255±4628

Figure A.6a and 6b illustrate the Boltzmann plots acquired at 3.5µs and 5µs gate, whose slopes
indicate Texc=17,126 K and 15,166 K respectively. Similarly, the Texc values for all the different
heat–treated samples are estimated and reported in Table A.3. The estimated excitation
temperatures are employed to calculate the relative population densities of oxygen (NiO I), silicon
(NiSi I) and argon (NiAr I) from the respective atomic emission lines of O I (777.19 nm), Si I
(288.16 nm) and Ar I (series of lines indicated in Table A.2). Using Ar as the bulk species in the
plasma for the normalization shown in eqn. 4.2, the ratio of oxygen to silicon ([O]/[Si]) is:
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.6: The linear Boltzmann plots generated from Ar I lines listed in Table A.2, and used for
Texc calculations at the respective gate delays of 3.5µs and 5µs.
Table A-3. [O]/[Si] ratios for various samples and respective plasma excitation temperatures.

Species

Wavelength,
λki (nm)

Transition
probability,
Aki (106 1/s)

Upper energy level,

Lower energy level,

Ek (eV)

Ei (eV)

gk

gi

Ar I

415.859

1.40

14.528

11.548

5

5

Ar I

420.068

0.967

14.499

11.548

7

5

Ar I

425.936

3.98

14.738

11.828

1

3

Ar I

427.217

0.797

14.525

11.624

3

3

Ar I

433.356

0.568

14.688

11.828

5

3

Ar I

696.543

6.39

13.328

11.548

3

5

Ar I

706.722

3.80

13.302

11.548

5

5
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N Oi I (777.19 nm)

[
]
N iAr I @ GD=3.5µs
[O]
R=
=
[Si]
NSi I (288.16 nm)
[ i
]
N iAr I @ GD=5µs

(A.1)

The results for [O]/[Si] (LIBS) ratios are tabulated in Table A.3. In order to compare the results
obtained from the quantitative LIBS analyses, the amounts of ablated materials are also estimated
by characterizing the oxide layer thicknesses and crater profile using ellipsometry, SEM, AFM
and profilometer measurements. Based on the profilometric calculation, discussed in the following
sections, the amount of ablated oxygen and silicon are estimated, and used for calculating [O]/[Si]
(ablation) ratios in Table A.3 from the crater ablation analyses that will be presented in the
following sections. As the first step toward characterization of the amount of elemental species in
the laser ablated crater from the LIBS measurements, the initial oxide layer thicknesses from the
samples are measured using ellipsometry. A classical dispersion model based on SiO2 on top of
silicon substrate is used for curve fitting. For each oxidation temperature, four different pieces and
on each piece four different spots are analyzed for the ellipsometry measurements. The oxide layer
thicknesses are reported in Table A.4. As expected, the oxide layer thickness grows further as the
oxidation temperature increases. Moreover, the small standard deviations indicate that the oxide
layer is uniform across the samples surface.
Table A-4. The oxide layer thicknesses for various oxidation temperature.
Sample treated
9000 C
9250 C
9500 C
9750 C
10000 C
10500 C
temperature
Thickness (nm) 50.94±0.25 64.63±0.19 75.62±0.05 122.10±0.01 136.93±0.35 188.82±0.37
Figure A.7 shows the SEM image for the crater obtained from the ablation of a representative
sample (Si wafer baked at 9500 C). The image indicates that ablation spot diameter is
approximately 200µm, while the crater depth can be qualitatively observed to be shallow.
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Figure A.7: SEM image of the ablated spots used for measuring ablated spot diameter.
In order to obtain the crater depth quantitatively, the samples are measured using a profilometer
(Figure A.8a). The profilometer result also indicates that the ablation spot diameter is 200µm,
while the crater depth is approximated to be ~2.5µm. For a secondary verification of the crater
depth, the ablation spots are also topographically imaged using AFM in tapping mode with slow
scan rate.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.8: Depth profile measurement for the ablated spots using (a) optical profilometer, and
(b) AFM.
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Due to the AFM instrument limitations, only a 100µmx100µm window can be measured. Hence,
the measured window was chosen such that it spanned over ~30µm of the spot edge and ~70µm
of the crater. As seen from the z-profile of the AFM topography image for the selected window in
Figure A.8.b, the crater depth can be confirmed to be ~ 2.5 as also corroborated from our
profilometer measurements. Based on the oxide layer thickness, ablation spot diameter and the
crater depth, two simple geometric models, namely cylindrical and the frustum of a cone, are
constructed to calculate the amount of ablated O and Si, and construct the ablated [O]/[Si] ratio as
depicted in Figure A.9.a & b. Based on these geometries for the ablated volume, [O]/[Si] ratio can
be determined as:

2(
[O]
=
[Si]

(

ρ SiO2
M wSiO2

ρ SiO2
M wSiO2

)δSiO2

)δSiO2
ρ
+ ( Si )h
M wSi

(A.2)

where VSiO2 and VSi are the ablated volumes of oxide layer and silicon substrate respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.9: The simple geometric models (a) cylinder and (b) cone-frustum showing ablation
volume used for calculating [O]/[Si] ratio.
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They can be expressed by the oxide layer thickness (δSiO2), and crater depth (h). Mw and ρ are
molecular weights and densities respectively and are tabulated in Table A.5 for Si and SiO2.
Table A-5. Si and SiO2 properties used for calculating [O]/[Si] ratio from profilometric model.
Properties
SiO2
Si

Molecular weight, Mw
(g/mol)
60.083
28.085

Density, ρ (g/cm3)
2.65
2.33

Figure A.10 illustrates the results for the ratio of [O]/[Si] as obtained from LIBS plotted as a
function of the respective ratios obtained from crater profile or ablation characterizations based on
the assumption of a cylindrical and cone frustum geometries. The red and the blue dotted lines
represent the linear fits to the calculated values for the cylindrical and the cone-frustum geometries.

Figure A.10: Comparison between [O]/[Si] ratio directly measured by LIBS, and calculated by
characterizing ablated spot.
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It can be observed that the LIBS results are relatively in good agreements and indicate a linear
correlation with the profilometric calculations. The error bars are calculated based on the error
propagation for both methods due to uncertainties in plasma temperature, shot-to-shot variation in
laser-induced, and standard deviations in crater measurements. The deviations from the
profilometric calculations can be related to the errors in measuring crater profiles and simplistic
geometric models, which change the amount of ablated silicon. Analyzing the crater profile of the
ablation spot indicates that the amount of ablated silicon based on the cylinder geometry is greater
than the actual ablated silicon, while the cone-frustum underestimates the amount of ablated
silicon. In fact, the ideal one-to-one linear correlation between the [O]/[Si] ratios from LIBS
measurements and the profilometric analyses appears to lie within the two sets of data for the
cylindrical and the cone-frustum profile geometry cases (i.e. the red and the blue dotted linear fits).
Furthermore, the errors bars on the [O]/[Si] ratios from the LIBS measurements commensurate
with the spread in the data for the aforementioned two cases thereby indicating that the deviations
are within the experimental margins of error. Finally we present the LIBS calibration for the
quantitative determination of thin-film oxide layer thickness on Si wafer by plotting the O I
subtracted signal as a function of oxide layer thicknesses (from ellipsometry measurements) in
Figure A.11. Based on the slope of the calibration curve, the minimum distinguishable oxide layer
(δmin) that can be estimated form our current LIBS set-up is found to be:
δ min =

3σ B
S

(A.3)
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Figure A.11: Calibration curve for O I (777.19 nm) SNR as a function of oxide layer thickness.
where, is the standard deviation of the background and S is the slope of the calibration curve.
This give the estimated thinnest detectable oxide layer using LIBS as δmin ~ 10.51 ± 1.44 nm.

A.4 Conclusion
We have employed LIBS for calibration-free quantitative analysis of thin-film silicon dioxide
layers with various thicknesses synthesized via dry thermal oxidation of Si wafers. To this end,
an internal calibration technique was applied that involved effective normalization of the analyte
species densities by bulk species densities in the laser-induced plasma. The species densities of O
(analyte) and Si (bulk) for the SiO2 films in this case were estimated from the respective atomic
emission lines at identical plasma conditions to generate the ablated oxygen to silicon ([O]/[Si])
ratio. The results from our LIBS analyses were corroborated by the [O]/[Si] ratios directly
calculated from the ablated spots by measuring the oxide layer thicknesses and crater profiles using
ellipsometry, SEM, AFM and profilometry techniques. The results are in good agreement with
each other within the margins of experimental uncertainty. The small deviations of the LIBS results
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from the profilometric calculations were attributed to the errors in the depth measurements and
assumed geometry of the crater profile. Based on our measurements, a calibration curve for the
LIBS analysis was established that indicated the detection limit for the thinnest oxide layer
thickness to be ~ 10.5 ± 1.4 nm. Results from the current work provide future directions towards
the promising potential of LIBS as an analytical tool for rapid screening of oxide layers in MOS
transistors/capacitors, and more generally, for surface composition analysis of thin-film materials.
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Appendix B Extended investigations
using LIBS: Biomedical engineering
This chapter is based on the following publications:


Davari, S. A.; Masjedi, S.; Ferdous, Z.; Mukherjee, D. “In-vitro early detection of calcium in aortic
valvular interstitial cells undergoing osteogenic differentiation using Laser-Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy (LIBS)”, Journal of Biophotonics, 2018, 11 (1) [Cover Article].

B.1 Introduction
Calcific aortic valve disease (CAVD) is a common cardiovascular disorder affecting 25% of the
elderly population over the age of 65 and at severe stages, 4% over the age of 80 [182, 183]. Early
detection of CAVD is elusive and late detection of CAVD leaves the patients with the only viable
treatment of aortic valve transplant surgery [184, 185]. Early stage CAVD is associated with
calcium (Ca) accumulation in aortic valves that can lead to stenotic aortic valves wherein
extracellular matrix (ECM) decomposition and tissue stiffening occurs along with large nodule
formation within the aortic valve cusps [186]. CAVD is an active cell-mediated condition, where
the inhabitant valvular interstitial cells (VICs) differentiate into osteoblast-like cells and exhibit
bone-like characteristics, such as calcific nodule formation [187, 188], hydroxyapatite deposition
[183, 189] and osteogenic marker expressions [190, 191].
Typically computer tomography (CT) and echocardiography are used as the dominant tools for
clinical diagnosis of CAVD in patients [192-194]. For direct evaluation of aortic valve
calcification for research purposes, various techniques have been developed to measure the
calcium deposition in VICs or valve tissue sections on a laboratory platform. The most common
techniques include Von Kossa staining [187, 195], Alizarin Red staining [195], Raman
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) , transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
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[196], atomic absorption spectroscopy [197], arsenazo III calcium assay [195], and ocresolphthalein complexone calcium assay [198] measurements. However, till date, these in-vitro
methods have not been able to demonstrate the limits of detection (LOD) needed to quantify
calcium depositions in significantly low amounts during the early onset of calcification in aortic
valves. Calcium quantification through histology is time-consuming and lacks accuracy due to
false positive stained regions in image analysis. The spectroscopy methods used for calcium
detection in calcified aortic valve tissues, including near-infrared (NIR) Raman [199], Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) [200] and atomic absorption [201] are all sensitive quantification
techniques for calcium. However, NIR Raman can be prone to false positive results due to the
heterogeneity of human tissue and high dependency on chemical band positions. On the other
hand, FTIR is typically unable to quantify calcium contents within the aortic valves. Additionally,
atomic absorption spectroscopy is limited to tissue sections and is an expensive technique [202].
Thus, there exists a critical need for robust in-vitro analytical techniques that can achieve rapid
and highly accurate detection of extremely small calcium depositions in VICs with minimal sample
preparation steps. In turn, such analytical advancements can expedite biomedical research in
diagnosing the elusive origins of enhanced CAVD.
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a relatively non-destructive spectrochemical
characterization technique, which can address the aforementioned issues in a facile, yet effective
manner. Typically, LIBS involves the collection and processing of optical emissions emanating
from a high-irradiance pulsed laser tightly focused to generate a high temperature, high pressure
micro-plasma containing the analyte of interest [118]. These emissions (ionic, atomic and
molecular), collected as spectral signatures, can reveal the constituents and properties of the
plasma and hence, the sample. The relatively simple set-up and minimal sample preparations for
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LIBS have drawn the attention of analytical researchers in recent years [119]. Additionally, the
fast and easy operation, and data collection make LIBS ideal for in-situ applications [120].
In the past, LIBS has found a vast amount of applications in diverse spectral, and elemental studies
ranging from combustion [203], and environmental/bio-hazard analysis [204], to explosives
detection [176], pharmaceutical [131] and semiconductor and thin films [130] applications.
Specifically, our recent application of calibration-free quantitative LIBS towards metal
nanoparticles, carbonaceous aerosols and nanoalloy characterizations has established the
technique at the forefront of elemental analysis in complex matrices [121-123, 132, 205]. In
biological applications of LIBS, Hybl [206] showed the capability of LIBS as a bioaerosol
classifier to distinguish different classes of biological agents using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). Kumar [207] introduced LIBS as an automated, real-time technique for cancer diagnosis
based on the differences in the trace element concentrations in normal and malignant cells. Robotic
surgery and laser surgery have been considered recently [208, 209]. A recent study has also used
LIBS signatures resulting from tissue ablation to distinguish porcine gland from nerve tissues in
order to create a feedback control mechanism during real-time laser surgery [209]. In regards to
the application of quantitative LIBS for biological and biomedical studies, Samek [210] resorted
to tissue-equivalent synthetic pellets of CaCO3 as the external reference matrix to establish
standard calibration curves for quantitative analysis of toxic elements in calcified hard tissue
samples. The complexity of laser-sample interactions has mostly restricted the LIBS applications
for calcified biological samples to quantitative elemental analysis of hard calcified tissues such as
teeth, and bones [210, 211]. To this end, the commonly employed technique of lyophilization could
possibly provide a solution for removing the moisture from the soft tissue samples without altering
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the biological structures. But, to the best of our knowledge, no report exists on the use of LIBS to
quantify calcifications in lyophilized VICs without any external calibration standard.
In this study, we establish LIBS for the first time as a quantitative analytical technique for in-vitro
analysis of calcium depositions in VICs subjected to osteogenic culture over 2 to 21 days. The
appearance of calcium deposits within the matrix is a sign of osteoblastic shift in valvular cells.
Early diagnosis of CAVD demands fundamental research that can enable laboratory-based rapid
screening and analyses of early calcification in VICs to understand the initiation and origin of the
disease. For that, VICs behavior should be studied over time from normal to calcified conditions.
Our goal was to identify the earliest time that the cultured VICs start to show any calcium
depositions. Specifically, we investigate the evolution of the calcium atomic emissions for Ca I
(422.67 nm) from LIBS measurements on the aforesaid VIC samples. Our results for the spectral
signatures of Ca will be compared and correlated to calcium assays to demonstrate the efficacy of
LIBS in quantifying the amount of calcium depositions in VICs. The LODs for both methods will
be compared to establish the high-resolution capabilities of LIBS over the assays in detecting
early-stage calcification in aortic valve cells.

B.2 Materials and methods
B.2.1 VIC isolation and culture
VICs were isolated from porcine aortic valve cusps (Wampler’s Farm Sausage, Inc., Lenoir City,
TN) by collagenase II digestion, as previously described 6, and cultured in growth media (DMEM,
10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin) at 37oC and 5% CO2 until four
passages. Unless otherwise specified, the VICs were seeded at a density of 250,000 cells/well into
6-well plates. To stimulate calcification on VICs, osteogenic media consisting of 2.18 g/L betaglycerophosphate, 50 mg/L L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate and 1mM dexamethasone (all purchased
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from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in regular media was added to the experimental samples. Control
samples were cultured in regular media under similar condition. The media was changed every 2
days. Experiments were performed after 2, 4, 7, 10, 14 and 21 days of VIC culture in osteogenic
media.

B.2.2 Lyophilization
VIC samples were freeze-dried prior to being used for LIBS quantification. At each time-point,
the VIC monolayer was washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Then, the cells were
removed from the well surface by scraping and transferred to silicon wafer substrates (rectangular,
~1x1cm2). Subsequently, the VICs were frozen at -200C for at least 8 hours and then lyophilized
overnight.

B.2.3 DNA content measurement
A fluorescence DNA assay was used to measure the cell density of the VIC samples [187, 212].
The VICs were scraped and digested in Proteinase-K solution (1mg/mL) (Sigma). Then, the cell
lysates were incubated in a water bath for 90 minutes at a temperature between 60-70oC and then
heated at >70oC for 30 minutes to denature the Proteinase-K. Hoechst 33258 dye (Sigma) was used
to tag the released DNA and fluorescence emission was measured using a BioTek H1 plate reader
at 458 nm. Calf thymus DNA standards (Sigma) were used in each assay to calculate DNA density.

B.2.4 Calcium assay
A colorimetric calcium assay based on arsenazo dye was used to measure the calcium content of
the osteogenic VICs [187]. First, VICs were homogenized in 1N acetic acid, then arsenazo dye
was added to the samples. The calcium content was measured against calcium standard (Ricca
chemical, Arlington, TX). Samples absorbance was detected at 650 nm using a BioTek H1 plate
reader. The calcium content was normalized to total DNA content.
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B.2.5 Von Kossa staining
Von Kossa staining was used to determine the amount of calcium deposition [187]. The VICs in
each well were fixed in 10% formalin (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). After washing with
distilled water for 3 times, a silver nitrate (Ricca Chemical Co., Arlington, TX) solution (3%) was
added to the fixed VICs. Then the samples were incubated and exposed to UV until the calcium
salts turned dark brown or black. The undissolved salts were removed using a 5% sodium
thiosulfate (Sigma) solution and dehydrated with Flex before imaging. 10X images of the calcific
depositions were obtained with a bright field microscope (Motic Inc., BC, Canada), and ImageJ
software (NIH) was used for image analysis.

B.3 Results and discussion
Colorimetric calcium assay results show that the calcium content of VICs cultured in osteogenic
media increases overtime wherein after 14 and 21 days of osteogenic culture, the calcium content
is significantly increased compared to the VICs at day 10 of osteogenic culture (Figure B.1a).

Figure B.1: (a) Calcium assay results for control and osteogenic VICs after 4, 7, 10, 14 and 21
days of culture in osteogenic media, *p<0.05 compared to osteogenic day 10 (b) normalized
calcium content of osteogenic VICs to respective controls at each time point. The data represents
mean ± std. error, n=3 porcine aortic valves, *p<0.05 compared to respective control.
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Figure B.2: (a) Von Kossa staining of VICs cultured in osteogenic media for 2, 4, 7, 10 and 14
days; the scale bar is 250µm. Image analysis results showing (b) area percentage (c) integrated
density of the calcium deposition within VICs cultured in osteogenic media for 4, 7, 10 and 14
days. The data represents mean ±std. error, n=3 porcine aortic valves, *P<0.05.
Moreover, the calcium fold changes (calcium content normalized to respective controls) are
significantly elevated in VICs after 14 days of culture in osteogenic media (Figure B.1b). However,
for smaller amounts of calcium, the assay results have observable fluctuations between
experimental and control VICs at day 4 and are unable to detect the calcium content at day 2
(Figure B.1a). Similarly, analysis of calcium deposition among VIC monolayers by Von Kossa
staining show increased calcification overtime (Figure B.2a). The representative images of calcium
deposition in Figure B.2a shows the nodules within VICs cultured in osteogenic media at different
time points. It is obvious that at day 2 of osteogenic culture, no calcium deposition can be observed.
Image analysis results demonstrate significantly elevated area percentage covered with calcium
deposition and integrated density in VICs cultured in osteogenic media at day 14 as compared to
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the corresponding values over 4 – 10 days (Figure B.2b, c). Osteogenic differentiation of the VICs
cultured in osteogenic condition advances over time and can be evaluated by change in the
identified osteogenic markers. In a study on rat VICs cultured in osteogenic media for 7 and 14
days, the amounts of osteogenic markers increased significantly at day 14 compared to day 7,
showing that longer duration of culture is associated with increased calcification [213]. Our
calcium assay results are consistent with previous studies showing that amount of calcium
increases over the time range of 4 to 21 days.
Representative LIBS spectra for Ca I (422.67 nm) atomic emission lines from VIC samples at day
10 collected over various gate delays are shown in Figure B.3. It can be observed that the emission
intensity of the 422.67 nm line decreases in time as a result of the diminishing continuum spectral
background due to the recombination of free ions with electrons within the plasma that finally
leads to atomic transitions from electronically excited to ground state. The temporal decrease in
the absolute line intensity is accompanied by the respective decrease in the noise that results in an
optimal gate delay wherein the analyte signal is relatively high as compared to the continuum noise
in the spectrum. The temporal variations in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the Ca I (422.67 nm)
line, as shown in the inset in Figure B.3, indicates the optimal SNR to be 3 µs. Therefore, for all
quantitative analysis presented here, we use a gate delay of 3 µs and a gate width of 5µs for the Ca
I (422.67 nm) detections in the VIC samples. The spectral signatures from osteogenic VICs
cultured over days 2 to 21 are illustrated in Figure B.4a indicating an increase in Ca I (422.67 nm)
peak over time due to increasing calcium contents. The extent of calcification can be inferred by
comparing the respective spectral signatures from osteogenic and control VICs, as indicated in
Figure B.4b for the specific case of osteogenic VICs cultured over 21 days. It is observed that
except for the specific emission peak of Ca I (422.67 nm), both the control and analyte spectra
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Figure B.3: LIBS spectra at different gate delays for Ca I (422.67 nm) emission line from day 10
osteogenic VIC samples. (Inset: SNR for Ca I line indicating optimal gate delay ~ 3 usec).

Figure B.4: (a) LIBS signatures for Ca I (422.67 nm) emission line from osteogenic VICs at various
time points of cell culture (spectra are shifted for better visualization); (b) Comparison of Ca I
(422.67 nm) emissions from osteogenic and control VICs at day 21.
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demonstrate comparable emissions for the spectral signatures from the background Ar gas over
the wavelength window of interest. This confirms that the spectral enhancement in the analyte line
of interest (422.67 nm) arises specifically from the relevant differences in the calcium content
between the control and osteogenic VICs, and is not an experimental artifact due to shot-to-shot
fluctuations. The evolution of the effective LIBS emissions (SNR) from both control and
osteogenic VICs cultured over the 2 to 21 days are shown in Figure B.5a. The slight variations in
the SNR values for the control VIC samples over time can be attributed to shot-shot variations,
especially considering the fact that the respective SNRs for the osteogenic VICs indicated
consistently higher and temporally increasing values. The effective LIBS signal is proportional to
the atomic number densities of calcium in the plasma volume as per the Maxwell-Boltzmann
relations:

I em ∝ N i exp( -

ΔE ki
)
k B Texc

Figure B.5: (a) LIBS results for control and osteogenic VICs after 2, 4, 7, 10, 14 and 21 days of
culture in osteogenic media, *p<0.05 compared to osteogenic day 10 (b) normalized calcium
content of osteogenic VICs to respective controls at each time point. The data represents mean ±
std. error, n=3 porcine aortic valves, *p<0.05 compared to respective control.
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where ΔEki is the energy difference between the transition states, and Texc is the plasma
temperature. Hence, the differences in the effective signals from the control and osteogenic VICs
can be directly correlated to the differences in the relative calcium contents in the respective VIC
samples. To account for the artifacts arising from spectroscopic, optical and experimental factors
affecting the measured relative emission intensities at different conditions of the plasma evolution,
Figure B.5b indicates the effective signals from osteogenic VICs are normalized to the respective
signals from the control samples (Iem, osteogenic/Iem, control) at 3 µs for the different days of cell culture.
For each osteogenic VIC sample, the Iem, osteogenic/Iem, control ratios in Figure B.5b are proportionately
higher than unity for the different days of culture, thereby confirming the excess calcium contents
in osteogenic VICs over their respective controls. These results are even consistent over the early
stages of calcifications (i.e., the samples cultured for 2 to 4 days). This definitely supports our
hypothesis that the cultured VICs deposit elevated amounts of calcium as compared to their
respective controls over all stages of osteogenic differentiation. In turn, these results point towards
the ability of LIBS to resolve the onset of calcium depositions in early-stages of osteogenic
differentiation (Iem, osteogenic > Iem, control for both day 4 and day 7 VIC samples in Figure B.5a and
b). On the other hand, the calcium assay fails to indicate any detectable signal above the
background fluctuations for the VICs cultured up to day 7 (specifically, MCa, osteogenic/Mca, control < 1
for day 4 in Figure B.1b). Additionally, neither the calcium assay nor the Von Kossa staining is
able to detect any calcium deposition within osteogenic VICs after 2 days of culture. This indicates
the inadequacy in the detection limits of the calcium assay.
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Figure B.6: Time evolution curve for the normalized LIBS signal intensities (Iem, osteogenic/Iem, control;
right y-axis) and assay measurements (MCa, osteogenic/Mca, control; left y-axis) for calcium contents in
the osteogenic VIC samples indicating the similar linear-exponential trends for calcium
depositions over the different periods of cell culture. (Fit equation as shown in the plot)
However, a greater sensitivity and superior detection limits of LIBS enable us to detect spectrally
significant calcium signals from VIC samples with as early as 2 days of cell culture. A time
evolution curve, as shown in Figure B.6, is established for both normalized LIBS signals (from
Figure B.5b) and assay measurements (from Figure B.1b) for the calcium contents in the
osteogenic VIC samples. Fitted curves for both the aforementioned normalized data indicate a
linear increase up to day 14 of VIC osteogenic culture which is subsequently followed by an
exponential increase until day 21 (Figure B.6 indicates the linear-exponential fit used). Therefore,
one can observe a direct correlation between the calcium signal measurements from LIBS and
calcium deposition detections from calcium assay. To this end, Figure B.7 establishes the linearity
(R2 = 0.94) in the correlation curve between normalized Ca signal emissions from LIBS (Iem,
osteogenic/Iem, control)

and calcium contents from calcium assay (MCa, osteogenic/MCa, control).
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Figure B.7: Linear correlation between normalized Ca signal emissions from LIBS (Iem, osteogenic/Iem,
control) and normalized calcium content from calcium assay(MCa, osteogenic/Mca, control).
It should be noted that the day 4 calcium assay data from Figure B.1a indicate lower calcium
content in the osteogenic VICs as compared to the respective controls. This is highly unlikely since
it contradicts our very hypothesis that the cultured VICs deposit elevated amounts of calcium as
compared to their control cell counterparts over all stages of osteogenic differentiations. Therefore,
we infer that day 7 is the earliest time point during the cell culture durations in our study that
allows for conclusive measurement of calcium content by calcium assay. In this context, the LOD
for the assay measurements at day 7 is estimated to be ~0.84 µg. Our LOD from calcium assay
measurements is relatively smaller or in the similar range as compared to previous studies using
calcium assay approach that reported LODs of 1.5 [214], 50 [215],and 0.9µg [216] for measured
calcium contents in marrow stromal, vascular smooth muscle and mesenchymal stem cells.
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Figure B.8: LIBS calibration curve for signal intensities from Ca I (422.67 nm) emission lines as a
function of calcium content estimated from calcium assay. LOD is estimated based on the slope.
Error bars represent ± std. error
In contrast, the normalized calcium signals measured by LIBS is observed to be greater than unity
for all VIC samples even at time points as early as 2 and 4 days of culture. To this end, we
quantitate our current LIBS analysis via LOD measurements from the calibration curve in Figure
B.8 that relates the detectable calcium assay measurements over 7 to 21 days to the corresponding
LIBS calcium signals. We adopt the following definition of LOD here:

LOD =

3σ B
S

where, σB is standard deviation of the background of spectra and S is the slope of the linear fit to
the calibration curve as shown in Figure B.8. The calibration curve shows good linearity (R2=0.98),
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and the estimated LOD for calcium from our LIBS measurements is found to be ~ 0.17 ± 0.04 µg
which indicates a 5-fold improvement over calcium detection from the assay.

B.4 Conclusion
In this study, we established a significant milestone in using LIBS as an analytical tool for
quantitative in-vitro detection of small amounts of calcium in cellular samples that are undetectable
by conventional methods. LIBS signals for Ca emissions from analyte samples of osteogenic VICs
were distinctly identified as enhancements over the corresponding signals from control cells,
thereby establishing the specificity of the LIBS analysis. A linear correlation between the LIBS
signal and the biochemical calcium assay results was observed that indicated a systematic increase
in the Ca signals from osteogenic VICs cultured over different durations of time. While the calcium
assay could significantly detect calcifications in VICs only after 7 days of culture, the LIBS results
could reliably resolve Ca signals from osteogenic VICs as early as 2 days of culture. A calibration
curve for the LIBS results was generated that established the LOD for quantitative calcium
detection to be ~0.17 ± 0.04 µg, thereby indicating a 5-fold improvement over the conventional
calcium assay measurements. Our results indicate that LIBS provides significantly lower LOD
over calcium assay and histology techniques. In future, such studies may aid the fundamental
research in the determination of the initiation point of calcification in aortic valves. The results
from the present study provide a novel and accurate bio-analytical tool for measuring low amounts
of calcium in cell samples for in-vitro pathological studies on laboratory platforms. Further
investigations are required in future to assess the possibility of using LIBS for in-vivo applications.
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